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Torg: The Cassandra. Ftll8

Using The Cassandra Files

•

ht Cllssandrll Filts is a
collection of adventure
ideasset in thelnfiniverse
of Torg: Roltplilying the
Possibility Wars. Theseare

short scenarios, giving details about
events taking place in the realms ofthe
invaders - the Living Land, the
Cyberpapacy, Nippon Tech, the Nile
Empire, Orrorsh, and Aysle -as well
as in Core Earth.

Tht CIlssandra Files has two parts, a
gamemaster section and a player sec
tion. The player section is the actual
files, and should be read by both the
players and the gamemaster. The
gamemaster section has game infor
mation, and should be read only by
the gamemaster. Forbesteffect, "leak'"
the files in sequence, a few ata time, to
the players.

Because the information is subjec
tive (that is, written from the point of
view of fictional people within the
world of Torg) much of it is uncon·
firmed.

The gamemaster should interpret
the reports (in otherwords, keep what
he likes and ignore the details he
doesn't) and then tum them into ad-
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ventures like the one in the Torg Ad·
ventUft Book.

For gamemasters, The CaSSllndrll
Files is a catalogue of events happen
ing all over Earth during the Possibil
ityWars. Notonlywill thegamemaster
get a feel for the C\lI'rent state of the
struggle between the High Lonls and
the heroic Storm Knights, but he will
find many starting points for design
ing his own adventures. Remember
that portions of these files may be
inaccurate, so feel free to change de
tails to fit your style of playing and
your group. Bychangingdetails,you'll
keep players who have read the book
on their toes.

Also, if the gamemaster is open to
the idea, this book can be used by the
players to choose adventures for their
characters toparticipatein. Here's how
this would work: after an adventure
has been wrapped up, the players can
flip through The Ctlssandra Files and
find a report that interests them. They
would then show the report to the
gamemaster, and if he also finds it
intriguing. he could flesh out the de
tails of the adventure prior to the next
session.

In this way, the playerscan help the
gamemasterfigureoutwhattodowith
the next adventure, and the
gamemaster knows that the Storm
Knights are facing perils the players
find interesting.

The gamemastershould remember
that each report isonlya hook, a small
point that an adventure can hang on.
The characters may go to France to
investigatetheshipmentofcyberware
to Quebec only to discover that they
really must go to the Nile Empire. The
gamemaster should consider what
aspeetsof the report intrigue the play
ers, keep those parts, and then feel free
to go wild with the rest of the adven·
lure.

TM CAs.sDndra Filts was designed
with cooperation between the
gamemasterand players in mind, and
we encourage you to take advantage
of it to make your gaming experience
that much richer.



Introduction

THE DELPHI COUNCIL

To whom it may concern;

The book you hold in your hand is a collection of reports concerning
the Possibility Wars, written by members of the Delphi Council and
operatives of various domestic and international intelligence agencies.
The accounts contained herein date back to the initial invasion in New
York City - files have been updated on a weekly basis, with those that
have proven false being discarded and those we felt required additional
attention being retained.

These files have not been declassified by the Delphi Council. Posses
sion of them is a federal offense under the Intelligence Act, and those
of us who have compiled them are currently in hiding. But we have taken
the risk we fel~ had ~o be ~aken, and we hope ~ha~ if these repor~s

should reach any of ~he so-called -S~orm Knigh~s,~ ~hey ~oo will do
wha~ ~hey mus~.

These files document events across the globe, ranging from unex
plained incidents in various nations to hints of dangerous new ~echnol

ogy in the hands of our enemies.
Our reasons for releasing the often sketchy details of ~hese even~s

are simple ones. Most members of the Delphi Council, the body of indus
trialists, generals and scientists that currently runs the United
States, have had a difficult time accepting the recen~ events in ~his

nation and abroad. Many policy-makers in Houston consider this to be
just another world war: all we need do as a nation is gear up ~he fac
tories and start churning out the tanks and fighters. Even those mem
bers of the Council who feel they can no longer ignore the mounting
evidence that we have been invaded by beings from other reali~ies do
not think that a major change in tactics is required for victory to be
ours.

But there are those who disagree with this blind view of ma~ters. One
such person was the late Dr. Miriam Aldrich, the driving force behind
this report. Dr. Aldrich was a member of the Delphi Council, though no~

a member of the Inner Circle. She came ~o believe that the ima9ina~ion

of the Council was too limited to properly respond to ~he ~hrea~ posed
by the invaders. Although, like the rest of us, she sough~ -rational
explanations for the strange occurrences around the world in recent
months, she was an empirical scientist of the highest order. She did
not a~~empt ~o alter the facts to fit her beliefs, but simply to find
out the truth. And the truth she discovered was an ugly one: despite a
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stalemate in California, we were losing the war on a global scale. By
refusing to accept the evidence of our our eyes, we were handing our
opponents victory after victory.

She began copying the intelligence reports that were given to the
Delphi Council. Many of these reports were classified, and Aldrich had
to violate the law to obtain them. It was not long before Council mem
bers discovered her activities and ordered her arrest.

Aldrich went into hiding, joined by those of us on the Council who
believed in what she was doing. To protect ourselves, we adopted code
names - Aldrich, with her love of Greek mythology, took the name
~Cassandra,n after the Greek oracle who went insane over the course of
the Trojan War. She once commented, ~Peering into the nature of the
universe used to be a sort of game for me, an enjoyable pastime. Since
I've begun studying what's been happening to our planet, however, I
sometimes feel as if madness were not far away.~

Since that time, all of us have remained in the shadows, gathering
data and trying to draw conclusions about the nature of the war we
fight. Last month, Dr. Aldrich died under mysterious circumstances.
Thus, we have decided to publish these reports while we are still free
to do so, and hope that at least one will reach a Storm Knight.

The I'il••

Every entry in The Cassandra Files has been given a number. Since we
have seldom known exactly when a particular phenomenon began, we did not
concern ourselves with placing the reports in chronological order. The
numbers reflect when the reports were initially received.

Since the project was begun, a number of the reports have either been
proven false or have been dealt with by government agencies, enterpris
ing citizens, or Storm Knights. These reports have been deleted from the
compilation, so there are quite a few numbers missing from the sequence.

Th. Purpo.. of Th. ca••anclra I'il••

The purposes of The Cassandra Files are threefold:
First, these reports all require confi~tion. Both the military and

the scientific community need more concrete information in order to
formulate a successful strategy to use against the invaders. Also, we
believe that there must be some natural laws in place which govern these
other realities. Any evidence supporting that theory could be of great
help in convincing the Council to alter their estimation of the enemy's
strengths and weaknesses.

Secondly, they give details of the wrongs committed by both the High
Lords and some of our own forces which must be righted. In that sense,
these reports serve as a collection of mission briefings. The details of
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Introduction

many of the missions are very obscure, however, and the readers of these
files will often discover that more legwork is needed before a Storm
Knight can successfully complete his task.

And finally, we need to get further evidence that this business of
telling stories of heroic deeds is crucial to the winning of this war
and the safe rescue of those trapped in other realities. Although those
of us who have worked on this project have slowly become convinced that
this is the case, there is at this point no way that we can convince
the majority of the Delphi Council of the validity of this belief.

Dr. Aldrich believed that proving this theory to be true was the most
important of our goals, a point she made in her writings shortly before
her death. "I am becoming convinced that this war cannot be fought, in
the conventional sense of the term. And I do not simply mean that we
cannot use tanks and airplanes and explosives. I am referring to the
very way we conduct ourselves in war - how we view battles, how we see
our enemy and what we consider valuable and what expendable.

"If what I have found out about the nature of possibility energy is
correct, we cannot simply reconquer our land. If we randomly destroy the
stelae of the High Lords, we run the risk of killing countless thou
sands who are essentially hostages behind enemy lines. We would, in
effect, be imposing our reality on those people, declaring that our
strategy is more important than their lives. And that, dear colleagues,
would make us no better than the High Lords themselves, for that is
exactly what they have done to every cosm they have ever invaded.

"If it is true that those who have lost their 'possibility energy'
must be inspired by the deeds of others in order to get it back, then
they must hear tales that prove that the 'good guys' are different from
the 'bad guys.' We cannot afford to win this war at the cost of those
we are saving, for such victories do not inspire. They cause questions,
doubts, and make the victory something to be examined rather than sa
vored.

"The nature of the Possibility Wars is such tha~ to win our world back
we do not need butchers, but heroes, and heroes who possess a nobility
of purpose. It is a time for tales rather than napalm, great deeds
rather than body counts. If there is a price to be paid, it must be paid
by the individual, fighting the war the right way, by retaining one's
principles in the face of adversity. A villain will do anything to
survive - his is the victory of a living corpse. We must remember that
the victories that last, the ones that are remembered, are those won
with truth, courage and honor."

In memory of Dr. Miriam Aldrich, we give you this book so that you may
do heroic deeds and spread the tales of them. Good luck.

I.
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File #4:
Living Land
Sea Monster

Monster Spotted in
the Pacific

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - u.s.
CoastGwudolficialsannouncedtoday
that the existence of a "sea monster'"
off the coast of California has been
confirmed, following the sinking of a
Japanese freighter which claimed 88
lives.

In a brief, prepared statement, of
ficials stated that crew members on
board the Coast Guard cutter Unimnk
reported sighting a creature whose
description matched that given by
merchant mariners in recent weeks.

The creature was described as
slightly~insizethanabluewhale,

possessmg several tentacles and hav
ing a chitinous outer shell. The ten
ta~es are reportedly lined with large
spikes that arecapableof puncturinga
ship's hull.

Prior to the Guard's shocking an
nouncement, it had beenbelieved that
th~sightings were prompted by hys
tena, caused by the invasion of Sac
ramento by lizard<rea.tures and the
mysteriousdisappearanceofa number
of ships since the initial attack.

A shaken Coast Guard officer, who
asked not tobeidentified,commented
"After seeing that thing, I've got ~
pretty good idea what happened to
those ships."

The Unimak was escorting a con
voyof freighters up the Pacific coast to
San Francisco when it received a dis
~ call from the KDnJlWQ Ughtning,
five days out of Tokyo. Leaving the
conroy in the care of other armed es
corts, the Unimilk sailed 10 kilometers
duewestandmadevisualcontactwith
the freighter, which was under attack
bysomesortofcreature.The beast had
wrapped its tentac1esaround theship,
puncturing the hull in several places,
and was starting to drag the vessel
down.

The Unimilk radioed for support,
but the freighter vanished from sight
before help arrived. TwoCoast Guard
cutters joined the Unimtlk in rescue

operations, and succeeded in saving
42 of the lvmmoa Ughtning's crew. The
other crew members in that vessel's
complement of 130 have been offi
cially listed as missing and presumed
dead.

(File Update - The attacks on
merchant ships traveling along the
California coast are . . S·m<reasmg. mce
thisarea isofvital strategic importance
in thewaragainst Baruk Kaah's forces
this creature must be stopped. '

Several US. Navy vessels, includ
ing t~e nuclear submarine George
Washmgton, havebeen lost in the effort
to destroy the beast (or beasts - the
increase in attacks may mean there is
more than one creature). Whenever
the creature has been spotted, it has
either wrecked the ship pursuing it or
vanished beneath the waves.

It is OUT belief that a more subtle,
and daring means of trapping and
killing the creature must be found.
Because the creature has so far evaded
~dar,wesuspect thatit may be hiding
m an undersea cavern. If this is true,
then the cavern could conceivably be
connected to the network of tunnels
rumored to exist under the Living
land.1

File #27:
The Indonesian

Death Squad
(Excerpts of reports filed by CIA

operative Terri Welles, stationed in
Jambi, Sumatra:)

6/2 - The Minister of Health and
EduCQtion was murdered in his bedroom
last night. Guards heard nothing. Third
death of a CaDind member this week.

619 -ReaivtdwordfromHangChow
that t~ SQmt kind.of killings art taking
place In jtlT1tJ - polltlCQller:ulers are killed
one afin anothn. No one knows whdhn
it is internal politiatl intrig~ or if it has
somdhing to do with t~ "creatures" rt-

porUd on Bormo. No d«isions about t~
invasion are being 7J'IIIlk - everything is
stalled.

6173 - A group of gW/nts ",ptumi
~oftheQSSllSSiTlSlast night. TMydidn't
kill it - they couldn't. Its mouth 100S

sewn sInd, its head bandaged. Somtofthe
locals SQid that the description matched



that ofazuvembie from Haiti - but what
would a zuvembie be doing here?

7/2 -lambi uxtS overrun last night.
Creatures that looked like octopuses
shambled across the land, accompanied by
giant humanoid plants and decayed hu
mans. I can't question any of the rumors
from Borneo anymore. The island is com
pletely unprepared for such an assault, the
military in chaos. The last three weeks of
political confusion have left their mark.

(File Update - Attacks like those
described by Agent WeUes are being
reported in Thailand as well. The
Orrorsh invaders maybesetting ufan
invasion of the peninsula proper.

Player Section

File #43: The Kanawa Defector
3 Oecemtt.r
To: Director, Delphi Council
From: J. Logan, CIA
I've gone over the invoices from the Nagara Corpora

tion. Your hunch was correct - for the past several
months, someone has been encoding secret messages on to
their shipping forms. The items which are listed on the
invoice, but were not ordered by the Company, were
actually parts of a message that we have just deciphered.
The guy must have been pretty desperate. It was a one
in-a-million shot that anyone was going to pick up on the
fact that the extra items were anything other than
mistakes.

The message reads:
"Japan taken, too. My family hostage. I know much. Help.

Yato Kirasa."
The last few invoices have had no extra items and no

message we can find. This might mean that Kirasa wrote
as much as he thought he could get away with, or can't
send any more messages, or perhaps he was discovered and
terminated.

Endmes••ge

1217
To: Delphi Councillnner Circle
From: Director
I have received positive proof that

Japan has been taken over by a High
Lord, though ina most subtle way. In
myopinion, however, thesupplies that
Japan is selling to our allies and our
selves cannot, at this point, be lost.
Whatever the Japanese High Lord's
ambitions are, he is not a direct mili
tary threat to us at present.

[File Update - As far as we know,
no effort has been made to get in con
tact with Kirasa. If he could be found
and rescued, he might be able to pro
videa wealth of informationabout the
strange activities in Japan. He could
also serve as the proof we need. to
show the American people that there
is a High Lord in that area. 1

File #47:
Viking Amulet

Cassandra,
Found a story at the University

J that might interest you. Seems there
I wasa wizard named Havergaard who
~ lived some time around the year 1000

AD near where Galve would eventu
ally be founded. The story tells how

I.
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he built an amulet to keep Viking in
vaders away from the villages in his
area.

Oon't know ifit'swhat you're look
ing for, but I thought it might be of
someusetothepeopleinScandinavia.

- Tiresias
(File Update - We've received

word from villagers in Sweden that
goblins working for Uthorion have
beenattacking residents and demand
ing information about Havergaard's
Tomb. Wemighthaveanetemityshard
here.1

File #36:
Scorpion Gang

(Communique received from Allen
Clark, a CiA operative based in Cairo,
dated 10/3),

There is an evil in this city and
its name is the Scorpion Gang.
They terrorize the poor and
helpless. They feed on the fear
and panic brought on by this
conflict. They are worse than the
invaders, for they are merely car
rion' feeding off the casuahies of
a war in which they have no part.

I realize now that I have not
done enough-I must leave the
security of the Company and
strike out on my own. Only then
is there a chance that justice
may triumph. Now and forever, I
must be - The Eaglel
[File Update - Clark arparently

fell under the influence 0 the Nile
Empire's twisted reality and went
AWOL. Heis now serving thecauseof
"law and order" as some sort of
masked avenger. His message, though,
might contain some important infor
mation. The Scorpion Gang. whatever
it is,. might be an obstacle worth re
moVIng.}

File #54:
Spartan Squadron
(Transcript ofa censored news vid

eotape, dated 10/28)
Reporter: So, you're planning on

staying here as long as you can.
Mn. Mitchell: That's right. This is

our home, and we're going to fight for
it.

Mr. Mitchell: Some men from the
government were here last week and
they said we had to leave, that we
were helping theenemybybeinghere.
But I don't see how we would be hurt
ing them by leaving.

Reporter: So you -
(The reporter stops talking as the

sound ofmachine-gunfireandscrearns
fill the air. The camera drops to the
ground and lands on its side. In the
distance, men in green uniforms are
visible. They are standing near what
looks likea standard Army-issue jeep,
but on its side is what looks like an
insignia, a skull over crossed brooms.
The picture then turns to static.)

[File Update - We believe this act
of slaughter was perpetrated by the
"Sweeping Crew," one of the Delphi
Council's covert Spartan Units. There
havebeenseveral incidentsofthis kind
reported inwestern Pennsylvania. We
have reason to believe that the
"Sweeping Crew" is still conducting
raids in that part of the state.]

File #60:
The Backer

Cassandn.
Overheard. a groupofmerc hunters

talking at a bar in Boise, Idaho, 'The
Roadhouse," on my way to the West
ernLand.Theysaid they'd "bagged 87
scales" that month. They referred to
themselves as "Mors' Messengers."

They were well~anned and well
supplied. I managed to start a con
versation with them and asked if they
were hunting down Baruk Kaah's
followers. IIA scale is a scale," their
leader said. "We just kill them."

I also asked if anyone was backing
them. The leader, a man named Barker,
leaned toward me and told me to get
out of the bar. I did.

-Hermes
[File Update - U Mors' Messen·

gers are killing edeinos indiscrimi·
nately, they have to be stopped. There
are too ma..!1.y tribes in the Western
Land who want to work with usagainst
Barok Kaah. We can't afford to lose
their support due to the bigoted ef
forts ofsome huntersand their backer.

The hunters must be stopped, or their
funds cut off.]

File #65:
Jakatt Terrorist

(Froma secret tape madeofa Delphi
Council Inner Circle Meeting - the
voiceson the tapecannot be identified):

1'1: Is the report true?
12:. The CGA people think it is, and

they've cultivated a relationship with
the Oslcant tribe.

13: This ... Hank Peterson 
12:: Dr. Hank Peterson-
13: Yes. He's flipped over-?
12:: Exactly. But he's got enough

working knowledge of nuclear power
plants to melt onedown ifhe wants to.

tI: U he can get inside the plant.
12:: He's got their magic now.
n: Sweet ... this isall too incredible.
13: What do we do now?
*1: Track him down and stop him.
12:. Not that simple. U we use this

information, we acknowledge that
there are edeinos who are working
with us against Baruk Kaah. On the
other hand, if we let Peterson succeed
at his task,. we finally get something to
rally everybody against the edeinos
and the Jakatts.

13: Our own Pearl Harbor ...
'1: But ifthey'retrying tohelpus ...
12:. I don't think I have to remind

you that the whole concept of there
being "good lizards" and "bad lizards"
is confusing to most people. We need
to settle this matter for the country.
When a nuclear power plant melts
down, we'll all know that they arevery
bad.

[File Update - We cannot track
downtheCGAmem.berswhoreported
this situation to the Council, but we
have made contact with the tribe
mentioned. They had a run-in with
one of Ba.ruk Kub's tribes a month
ago and captured some of the tribe's
members. The prisoners told of a man
named Peterson who was ordered by
the gotak: of a tribe he had joined to
cause untold destruction among the
"dead ones." Itisourbeliefthat people
who are dying of radiation poisoning
after a meltdown might be seduced
into entering the Uving Land, where
Lana1a would cure them if they wor
shipped her.)•._.~----------------.......
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File #68: Transfonned Technology
Mr. Truman Sullivan
CompTech, Inc.
San Francisco, CA

[File Update - Although we were not able to get a copy of the guard's
report, we have stumbled across this cover letter. It m.ig~t be worth
investigating the building. which is located at 145 Topaz Ave. 10 A~end.al~,

CA, just off Rout~ 505. Mr. Sullivan sho~ld not be co~tacted, smce It IS

obvious that he WIShes to possess the eternIty shard for his own purposes.)

Dear Mr. Sullivan
As per our agreement, a team of Armageddon Security

guards attempted to enter your former place of business
one month ago. One of our men has just returned, and has
made a complete statement, which I am enclosing with this
letter (see attached).

In brief, he was assigned to guard the outside of the
building and specifically ordered not to enter under any
circumstances. His superior told him that if the building
was too dangerous for five men to handle, a sixth man
entering alone would stand little chance of surviving.

After the other five men entered the building, the guard
remained at his post 14 days. He then returned to our
offices, as he had been instructed to do if no word came
from his companions within that time period. _

We, of course, look. forward to doing business with you
again in the future. However, I'm sure you can understand
that I cannot ask. any of my employees to travel to a site
of such danger. I also ask you to consider that the "Gypsy"
who told you there was an "eternity shard" in the building
might simply be leading you on a wild goose chase, a chase
that has already cost the lives of five good men.

Sincerely,
Tom Barnes,
Armageddon Security

File #70:
Mysterious Menace

(Interview with Horow McLock, a
resident of Twain Rock in northern
England):

"Ye wants to know of the faeries?
The faeries of our village? The air
sprites, we calls them. Aye, I can tell
yeo They are our protectors, for we are
their friends. It is not everyone who
can befriend the faeries, andeven rarer
that an entire village could. Why,
there's a tale along those lines ... "

(McLock launches into a tale that
takes up a good two hours about a boy
who ends up marrying a faerie prin
cess. The tale's pertinence to the sub
ject at hand is a matter of debate.)

" ... Ah, yes. Yewish to know of the
fairies. Twain's faeries. We became
their friends after we saved their king.

File #69:
Stolen Scientist

HOUSTON (AP) - President Den
nisQuartermainannouncedtodaythat
Professor William Donner, one of the
nation's most distinguished scientists,
has been reported missing and may
have been captured or killed by the
invaders.

According to governmentofficials,
Donner made contact with a Jakatt
tribe, the Lotan, in upstate New York
three months ago, and claimed that
they were working against Baruk
Kaah. He sent bi-weekly dispatches
back to Core Earth with "realm run
ners," each stating he was making
progress in his study of the three sen
tient races in the invasion force.

The dispatches stopped seven
weeks ago, and officials now say pri
vately that the tribe may have been
using Donner to gain information
about the inhabitantsofEarth, and are
either torturing him in an effort to
leammoreorhavealreadykilledhim.

[File Update - We have no idea
what happened to Donner. If he was
with a friendly Jakatt tribe, however,
then the government's stance is an
other example of taking an emotional
tack to PR the war effort instead of
seeking the truth.}

"My mother dug a tunnel for my
older brother and I to use to escape.
My brother ... he ... he was killed by a
monster while we were walking
through the mist," Edwards was
quoted as saying.

A patrol sent to investigate thestory
has not yet reported back.

Edwards is listed in stable condi
tionat Holy Mountain Memorial Hos
pital in Kansas City.

[File Update - No one has been
able to find this town as yet. As far as
we know, the people of the town are
still trapped, the Jakatts and edeinas
holding them against their will, allow
ing Baruk Kaah to drain more of their
possibility energy.)

File #67:
Besieged Town

Girl Escapes From
Mystery Town

KANSAS CITY, MO (AP) - An
eight year-old girl wandered out of
the Uving Land near the Missouri
border yesterday, claiming that her
hometown was under siege byedeinos
warriors.

The girl, identified as Mary
Edwards, was unable to tell authori
ties the name of her town or how she
managed toescape. Doctorsdiagnosed
her as suffering from malnutrition,
exposure and psychological trauma.

I.
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By "we," here, I mean members of the
village. The king of the faeries had
gone off on his own, a bit of a private
reverie, ifye know what I mean. Well,
no sooner was he alone than he was
attacked by a band of trolls. The trolls
would have made fast work of him if
we, and by this I mean we, the fanners
and plain people of Twain.. had not
grabbed our pitchforks and run to
ward the sound of troll laughter. We
chased the trolls away, and the king
was so grateful he formed an alliance
with us. Now the faerie folk protect
our village. They have formed a magic
circle around it. The dark creatures,
which had been a problem before,
bother us no more.

IFileUpdate-The story ofTwain
Rocks has been an inspiration for the
residents and has kept many people
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from falling into despair. Unfortu·
nately, we have recently received word
that something is killing off the air
sprites, one by one. The people, and
reportedly the faeries, also, are very
afraid. There isa rumorthat the faeries
might even leave the village. UTwain
Rocks falls, it would bea harshblow to
the morale of northern England.]

File #73:
Dragon's Tribute

(An editorial from The London
Times:):

Thecitizens of Direbane have taken
a medieval approach to dealing with
the recent invasion. Apparently their
city has recently been assaulted by a

gigantic dragon. In order to protect
the majorityof thedtizens from harm,
the Direbane City Council has elected
to offer the dragon teenage girls (Le.,
"young maidens") to appease its a~
petite. Each weekfor two months now,
a young girl has been sacrificed to the
creature. Is this what we have come
to? Base cowardice? Is the reality of
Aysle not also one ofso-<:a.lled "heroic
fantasy"? Well, where are the heroes
now?

[File Update - Direbane is located
on thesouthemcoastofEngland.Word
from a ship that recently docked there
is that the dragon's appetite has in·
creased, and it iscurrently demanding
a sacrifice once every three days. The
city council has given in to this re
quest.1

File #77:
Marquis Yorbund
{Transcript from a Delphi Council

meeting>,
Knox: But what would they gain by

overtaxing a village?
Malony: Well, first, Senator, you

must remember that the economy of
England works on a different scale
now. Overtaxing a singlevillagecould
mean a great deal of extra income,
depending on the size of the village.
Second, we believe that such an action
would create despair-

Brody: There's that word again!
Humphry: We don't think there's

any way to deny it, sir.
Malony: I don't like all these emo

tions coming in to play.
Humphry: Nonetheless, Doctor

Brody, if attitude does playa role in
shaping reality, then Lord Yorbund's
overtaxingofHamlin,with this "curse"
of his, would certainly send a strong
message to the rest of Aysle. If the
people feel there is no hope, we've lost
the battle before it's begun.
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File #81: The Dwarven Thieves

[File Update-The thefts stopped assuddenly as they began. However,
there have been sightings of dwarves along docks by the Thames. The
dwarves may not beallied with Uthorion- butif theyare, they're probably
up to something nasty.]

Cassandra,
There's something strange going on in London (I should say, another

strange thing is going on in London). The police have reported a rash of
thefts from junkyards all over the dty, as well as late-night robberies of
hardware stores. The cases are linked because some witnesses saw
glimpses of the perpetrators - short, stocky men with beards, possibly
dwarves. Here are the other pieces of the puzzle:

• Some of the items stolen from the hardware stores are of a higher Tech
axiom than the Aysle realm seems to have (for example, acetylene torches).

• I've checked with my contacts among Lady Ardinay's forces, and none
of them know anything about the situation. They might be evil dwarves on
some mission for Uthorion.

That's it for now. Hope the project is going well,

File #91:
The Stolen Brain
(Message sent from Cairo on ham

radio):
~Please, help me. They have taken

my father's brain. 1-·
[File Update - The message was

cut off, but we now know who sent it:
Dr. Alihnta Bershta, a brilliant brain
surgeon and daughter of Dr. Anwar
Bershta, world-renowned physicist.

The first is that the Soviets somehow
sabotaged the tanks for reasons of their
own. The second is that Mobius now
has theability to prevent enemy tanks
ona battlefield from functioning, while
still allowing his tanks and other ve
hicles to work.

(File Update- A tour of the Soviet
factory turned up nothing. The Sovi·
ets are building tanks using technol
ogy from more than half a century ago
- just used a bit more efficiently. Ex
amination of the tanks in both the
Soviet Union and the Middle East has
turned up nothing. Perhaps a Storm
Knight, however, would fare better.
Since theSovietswill soon beshipping
an order of 30 tanks to Israeli forces, a
quick solution to the mystery would
aid the effort against Mobius.]

(Communique to CIA frOIl! Jorda·
nian Intelligence Service):

An Israeli armored. company was
slaughtered to a man yesterday when
several of their tanks suddenly
stopped functioning shortly after en·
gaging Nile Empire forces.

This would have been to be ex·
pected if the Israeli forces had been
using modem tanks. However, the
tanks had been produced by Soviet
factories specifically for operation in
the Nile Empire - all of the tanks
used 1930's technology, so they could
contend with Mobius' forces on the
battlefield.

The failure of the tanks on the
battlefield suggests two possibilities.

File #89:
The Fatal Tanks

The buyer is usually a man who has
become destitute due to the strife of
the Possibility Wars - the kind of
man who might be looking for a lucky
break.

Wedon't know if this man isa Core
Earth charlatan or an evil citizen of
Aysle who is trying to lure Core Earth
inhabitants into Aysle. There isn't
enoughevidencetosupportthistheory
yet, but it certainly bears investiga·
tion.]

File #86:
The Map Seller

(From The London Timesl:
LONOON- An elderlygentleman

has been frequenting pubs through
out London and selling treasure maps
todesparate patrons, and maybeindi·
rectly responsible for the rash ofdisaJ>
pearances reported in recent months.

"He'saqueerduck," said Constable
Helms, who questioned the old man.
"Big, bushyeyebrows, bent-over back.
There was definitely something ...
don't quite know how to put it, really.
Anyway, he pointed out that things
being what they are, we had no proof
that the maps didn't actually lead to
treasure. He had us there, I suppose.
Though later on, it occurred to me that
I should have asked where the maps
came from."

Although the old man is apparently
still making nightly rounds of the
pubs, the police have been unable to
find him again. But Scotland Yard of
ficials say they believe many of the
"missing persons" reports they have
received actually relate to treasure
hunters.

'1 saw him sell a map last night,"
said Tom Donaldson, the owner of the
Red Lion Pub. "Mac Murphy picked it
up. Mac's been down on his luck since
this whole (invasion] business began."

(File Update - The map seller is
still in London, still selling his wares.
They usually "Iead" to deserted castles
or underground dungeons that are
supposedly filled with treasure. The
old man makes it clear that the trea·
sure is well guarded by monsters and
so forth, and always suggests that the
purchaser bring along some friends.

(File Update - Hamlin is a large
village in northern England, one of
several villages under the control of
the Marquis Yorbund. The people of
Hamlin can travel no farther than the
edgeof their fields, or they age rapidly
and die on the spot. Yorbund is taxing
the villagers so heavily that mostgoto
bed hungry every night. He leaves
just enough food to allow the resi·
dents to survive. The other villages
under Yorbund's control handle trade
for Hamlin, and have thus far been
spared Hamlin's curse.]
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Her father's brain was surgically re
moved by Natatiri, one of Mobius'
CNergovemors, and is nowbeing used
to power a giant computer. Although
Anwar Bershta's brain has been re
moved, his body is still aJivedueto the
quick thinking of his daugh~er, ~ho

built a coffin-shaped cryogenic Unit to
keep her father alive. She escaped the
Nile Empire with her father's body, and
now resides in Houston.]

File #97:
Diamond Mine

(Message intercepted and decoded
by The Eagle),

Pharaoh Mobius,
I have dispatched a unit of

shocktroops to track down the
Simpson diamond mine. We
know it is about 100 km south of
Khartoum. U I do not hear from
them in a month's time, I will
send out another unit, and then
another, until the mine is finally
located.
May Yow Life Be An Eternity,

WuHan
[File Update - The Simpson mine

is a family-run operation located in a
secret valley. They use their profits,
which are substantial, to fund the war
effort against Mobius. The loss of the
mine would be a significant setback to
ow finances and morale.

So far, the unit that Mobius sent out
three months ago has not found the
mine. Simply killing the unit off will
not be enough, for, as Wu Han states,
he has plenty of men to send in after
them. We can offer no suggestions
other than that some extremely clever
method must be employed to protect
the mine.)

File #103:
City of Slaves

Cassandra,
I've just returned from Hantarsm, a

city in the Nile Empire, where every
one walks around as if in a trance.
There is a gold mine nearby and ev
eryone, men, women and children,
work in its depths. I saw several of
these people simply fall over dead
from exhaustion - but their faces did
not betray any pain before they died.
No citizen of Hantarsm ever utters a
word of complaint. 1believe they are
under the power of a spell or perhaps
one of the Nile's weird science de
vices.

-Perseus
(File Update - We have no new

information on the situation in
Hantarsm.lts inhabitants are still un
responsive and seemingly interested
only in digging for gold. Mass graves
are being built to hold those who die
working in the mines.]

File #104:
The Blood Cult

(From Al-Gmnhouriya)

Kidnappers Strike
Again!

CAIRO - Three more Cairo citi
zens were reported kidnapped last
night, bringing the total to 14 in the
last two weeks.

According to police, the latest inci
dents took place between the hours of
1:00 and 4:00 a.m. Apr Moripol, 14,
Hasan Tojan, 43, and Raxa Selesia, 63,
were all reported missing by family
members this morning. Their beds had
been slept in, and there was no evi
dence ofa struggle. The kidnapper or
kidnappers apparently e.ntered
through the windows, and In each
case left his symbol, the image of a
blazing sun painted in sheep's blood
on the wall.

_.,~--------"'~
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File #105: The Tomb of Natramititi

[File Update - As of our last report, Mobius was still searching for
Natramititi's tomb and the eternity shard supposedly buried within it.]

(The following is a transcript of a conversation that took place between
Pharaoh Mobius and Overgovernor Wu Han. ;The conversation was taped
by The Eagle, a former CIA agent turned costumed adventurer who
infiltrated the Pharaoh's palace:)

Mobius: Natramititi is here?1
Wu Han: It would seem the possibility potential on this worid is even

greater than we had anticipated.
Mobius: But it is almost inconceivablel His remains disappeared over a

millennium ago on Terra.
Wu Han: True. But nomad tribes to the west of Cairo have sworn that

they have seen a mummy wearing the royal symbol of Natramititi on its
forehead. We believe that Natramititi is wandering the countryside at night
and resting in his tomb, wherever it may be, during the daylight hours.

Mobius: It was rumored that Natramititi woukj one day return to life. Do
you realize what this means?

Wu Han: He most likely was buried with an eternity shard ...
Mobius: Bring it to me.

'We're doing all wecan, but these
people are professionals," Chief ln~

spector Achmedi said. '1t will take
time. We still ask everyone to lock
their doors and windows at night."

Relatives of the victims are certain
that the windows had been locked
out of fear of the kidnappers.

[File Update - Wftve looked into
thedesigndrawnonthewaUinsheep's
blood. As near as we can tell, irs part
of a ritual contained in the writings of
an ancient Egyptian cult that died out
thousands oryears ago. Apparently,
the Nile Empire has revived a number
of ancient horrors.

The sun is painted as a sign that
those kidnapped will be sacrificed to
the stars. In ancient times, it was be
lieved that when the right person was
sacrificed, a portal would open and a
demon would enter the culrs ritual
area. The demon would then need to
be appeased with more human sacri
fices on a regular basis. Whether a
demon can actually be called in from
another dimension, we don't know.
But the lcidnappings have continued,
and none of those taken have ever
been heard from again.]

File #114: Missing
CGAMembers

To: Delphi Council, Inner Circle
From: Federal Bureau of Inves
tigations, Missing Persons Divi
sion

We thought you might be in
terested in this. We've received
missing persons reports on five
people, aU of whom are mem~

bers of the Common Ground As
sociation. According to the fami
lies, each of these people had
been ordered to enter the Uving
Land to make contact with the
Jakatts. However, they failed to
return when they were sched
uled to do so. We've talked to the
CGA and they tell us that the
assignments for the five mem
bers were extended. It might be
true - but if so, it would also be
the the first time that the CGA did
not gtve members' families infor
mation on their whereabouts.

The names of the missing

CGA members are: Tim Waiken,
Henry Wearer, Sarah Shak>witz,
Danny Andrew, and AUza Brad
ley. As far as we know, none of
them knew each other and they
all had been assigned to differ
ent parts of the Uving Land.
[File Update - The missing CGA

members have still not been found,
and the FBI investigation is proceed
ing. However, the Delphi Council is
using themissing members asa means
ofdiscrediting the CGA. For whatever
reason, the CGA is remaining close
mouthed on the matter. If they are
hiding something, we'd like to know
about it, and think the public should
as well.]

File #118:
Congressional

Problems
(From 'I'M Houston Chronicle):

Tempers Flare In
Congress

HOUSTON - A vote on the
Packard-Johnson Bill was tabled yes
terdaywhenashoutingmatcherupted

between the representatives. As has
been the case twice in the last two
weeks, tempers flared to the point that
representatives threatened to kill each
other and punches were thrown.

The chamber had to be cleared and
the vote was tabled until next week.

"I've never seen anything like it,"
said Representative Hawran (R
Pennsylvania). "It was as if everyone
just lost control all of the sudden."

Not all the witnesses to the scene
were upset, however. Representative
Sam Mitchel (R~Texas) acknowledges
that he laughed during most of the
chaos. '1don'tthinkit'sfunnynow,of
course - but I remember that at the
time it seemed hilarious."

[File Update - For the past three
months, outbursts like the one de
scribedabovehavehindered the work
ofCongress. Notall the outburstshave
been so violent; normally there is just
a sudden slacking-off of work. The
most commonly-held theory is that
the stress of the war is getting to the
Congressmen. Our belief is that the
Jakatts are somehow involved in an
attempt to slow down the legislative
process. The US. is still trying to rede
fine itself in the light of recent events,
and the situation is certainly not being
helped by leaders who become over
whelmed by wild emotions.]

~-------------------_..
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File #120:
Vivrelectronique

In Quebec
(From TIu!Qu_Ti.....,January 3),

New Technology
Arrives From France

QUEBEC - Three ''heretics'' who
escaped to Canada from the
Cyberpapacy have provided govern
ment officials with new computer
technology, developed by the invad
ers of France.

"We believe that this will not only
help yowcountryagainst the religious
zealots of the Cyberpapacy, but also
against the primitive worshippers of
Lanalaaswell,"said MarieD'Arveud,
the only surviving defector.

D'Arveud's companions, whose
names have not been released, were
reportedly murdered. by agents of the

Cybe'J"lpaey.
This technology will allow people

working at computer terminals to link
directly to their computers. Such
technology already exists in the
CYbe'J"lpaey, under the name '11le
GodNet."

1be way the Cyberpapacy uses
this technology is a perversion of its
potentiaL.. said D'Arveud. 'They use
it to limit the information available to
the people, rather than using it as a
tool to increase the speed at which
people can program. communicate,
and access data."

The three defectors explained the
new technology will not currently
work under the "Tech axioms" of
Canada. However, if the techniques
they have brought here are explored
and comprehended, the nation's
technological level will eventually
reach a point where advanced devices
can be put to use.

(File Update - Prior to the arrival
of D'Arveud and her companions in
North America, the Cybe'J"lpaey had

madeseveral attempts to offer its tech
nology to Quebec and was refused
each time. TheCyberpapacycutoffall
communication with Canadian offi
cials after they gave asylum to the
three "heretics.'

D'Arveud is the only surviving
member of the party of defectors. The
other two, Gerard Rodan and lbomas
Christopher, were apparently killed
by agents of the Cybe'J"lpaey. Secu
rity has been beefed up around
D'Arveud.

Our concern with the entire opera
tion is that the French Underground
has confirmed that they helped ROOan
and Christopher to escape- but that
D'Arveud's arrival in Quebec caught
them completely by surprise.

The French Underground's files on
D'Arveud suggest that she was com
pletely loyal to Vivrelectronique, a
French manufacturer of cybertech
nology. This does not mean that she is,
in fact, a double agent posing as a
defector from the Cyberpapacy - she
might have been in deep cover to pro-
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tect herself, and took the chance to
escape with Rodan and Christopher
when it appeared. But the situation
bears looking into.

TheCanadians have assured us that
they have run D'Arveud through a
series of polygraph tests, which she
has passed, and they have asked us to
stop posing questions about her. They
sayourconstant prodding on the issue
isnothing more than jingoistic;eaJousy
because they have a shot at new tech·
nology we don't have. (They have as
sured us that they will share it with us
as soon as they understand it, how
ever.)

We'd like some Storm Knights to
get to D'Arveud and confirm that her
intentions are sincere.)

File #123:
The Ghost Ship

To: The Delphi Council
From: The U.s. Coast Guard, Port

Andrews, Virginia
As you requested, we've begun

compiling data on the ships th.:1t have
been vanishing worldwide. Unfortu
nately, we have not found a uniform
pattern. Often, the ships disappeared
without a trace, and in the instances
where we received messages from a
ship before it vanished, the reports
varied wildly. There were, for ex·
ample, sightings ofsea monsters, tidal
waves, amphibious warriors, and un·
natural,glawingwhirlpools filled with
laughing balls of red fur.

One pattern we did establish, how·
ever, involved ocean liners. Every one
of the liners we've lost since the inva·
sian reported seeing either "a green
glow" on the horizon or an approach
ing ship that was tinged with a green
glow. The ship was described as a
three-masted merchant vessel, circa
1700. You probably know by now that
there are very few ocean liners left and
- there weren't that many operating
even before the invasion. But now
we're getting reports from smaller
ships, including military vessels, and
all of them have disappeared soon
after.

(File Update - The situation has
been presented to maritime agencies
worldwide and ships spotting the
"'ghost ship'" now try to outrun the

Player Scetion

vessel. However, ships still keep disappearing. All, that is, except ships owned
by the japanese. japan is the only nation that has not had to start cutting back on
its ocean-going services. The other nations of the world are becoming crippled
through the lack of trade and the need to keep more and more ships docked to
protect them. The source of this problem must be found and stopped.]

File #127: The.Reality Scam
(This ad is appearing in grocery store tabloids all over the United States):

Reality Got You Worried?
Afraid Of Going Primitive?
Don't Know If You're Strong Enough To Keep Your Truth Intact?
DON'T WORRYI REAL-PEP WILL KEEP YOU THE SAME AS YOU

ALWAYS WEREI
We've analyzed how the invaders change the way you think - the way

they make machines stopworking-theway they give their -religion- power
and we've learned one important thing -

THEY DON'T JUST CHANGE REAUTYI THEY CHANGE YOUI IF
YOU GET CAUGHT IN A LAND THEY'VE TAKEN OVER, YOU WILL
FORGET HOW TO USE A CAR, A DOORBELL, A CLOCKI

But REAL·PEP can helpl We've distilled the basic elements of Earth's
Reality, the proto-truths, and packed them into a small, tamper-proof pill. By
taking one REAL·PEP a day you'll be ab4e to avoid the ill effects of the
Possibility Wars. No matter what happens, you'll be able to live exactly the
way you did before.

Remember REAL-PEP, the best defense against the Invader's
offense!

[File Update: 1his product has been selling like gangbusters all over the
country, and its demographics have exploded, now taking in all economic and
age groups. A few imitators have come along inan attempt to cash inon the craze,
but the Food and Drug Administration has shut them down as soon as they hit
the shelves.

This is where the weird part comes in: the FDA gave approval to REAL-PEP,
but nobody we've talked to knows when it happened or how.

Chemcorp, the company that produces the stuff, isgetting rich fast. However,
they're a mystery too. They didn't exist until just two months before REAL-PEP
hit the market. We did some research into their history and tracked their
ownership to Tokyo. Someone is making a fortune offa pill that, as far as we can
tell, does absolutely nothing. It's garbage, but the FDA gave its blessing.

Since we haven't got conclusive proof that there even is a High Lord injapan,
tying REAL-PEP to the Japanese won't get the American people off the stuff.
However, proof that the FDA's approval was a sham would definitely do the
trick)

File #131: The Movie Menace
(A news clipping from~ 1.Ds Angeles Tinus, january 13):
HOLLYWooD-California's sagging film industry was given a shot in the

arm today when it was announced that Harkeem Kabar, an Egyptian industrial·
ist who recently escaped from the Nile Empire, is buying the now-deserted
Universal Studios lot and will begin prodUcing movies under the banner of
Forever Films, his independent production company.

1 have always loved movies," Kabar was quoted assaying. "'Now that I have
to begin a new life in America, Ihave decided to fulfill oneofmy earliest fantasies
- to become a movie moguL"

Fearing the proximity of the Uving Land to the north, many studios, along
with technicians, actors, directors, and writers, have moved to new production
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facilities that had opened in Florida
just before the Invasion began.

Not everyone in Hollywood was
able to afford the move, however, and
Forever Films is going to give those
who stayed behind a chance to work
on the big screen.

'11le competition in LA has defi
nitely thinned out," said Mellisa
Montouri. anaspiring actress who has
lived in the city for five years. '1've
already gotten two jobsout of the [For
ever Films) studio - and I hadn't
gotten any work before that."

[FiI~ Updat~ - We recently dis
covered that Kabardid notescapefrom
the Nile Empire, but was allowed to
leave. Although he is a Core Earth
native, he is apparently on Mobius'
payroll. However, we have no idea
what he may be up to. So far he has
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been shooting a lot of grade-B horror
and science fiction films, and there
have been no reports of anything un
usual in connection with them. Still,
his operations should be carefully
watched.]

File # 133:
Chopper Remains

Interpol Communique 206A
8GH4:

We believe that the stolen
doc:tJmentsweredestroyed when
our operative shot down the he
licoptero'i'erthe Swiss Alps. Two
weeks of searching have tumed
up no evidence to support the
theory that they survived intact.

and it is our belief that no more
man-powershould be wasted on
this case. The European Com
mon Market possesses back-up
coptes of this year's economic
projections, ofcourse, so there is
no pressing need for the origi
nals. Since the foreign opera
tives were killed in the crash, the
matter would seem to be closed.
save for questions regarding the
identity of their employer.
[Fil~ Update - Recent develop-

ments suggest that the spies who tried
to make off with the projections of
Europe's economic trends for the next
year were employed by a Japanese
firm. Kanawa Corporation operatives
haverecentlybeen spotted intheAJps,
conducting search operations in the
general area in which the copter went
down. Interpol assigned three men to
follow the Japanese agents, but none
have reported back.

ApparenUy, thejapanese IUghLont
has some reason to believe the dossier
of economic projections can be sal
vaged from the wreckage of the heli
copter. If he gets this report, which is
used by various nations in the nego
tiation of secret trade agreements, he
would be able to use the information
contained therein to severely damage
the stability of the Common Market.)

File #136:
Berlin Cinephile
(From The Berlin Chronicle, Decem

ber 14),

BERLIN- A Berlin man was found
murdered last night, the victim of a
savage assault police hint may have
been the work of a vampyre, or
nosfrratu.

Helmut Upshtang, 53, a well re
spected member of the banking com
munity, was found dead shortly after
midnight in front of his home. He had
apparently been fleeing his house
when his killer overtook him. Accord
ing to the coroner's report, his throat
had been ripped out bya creaturewith
immensely powerful teeth.

Police report that, despite the
dampness of theevening, no footprints
except thoseof the victim were found.

"Yes, the murder looks like the work
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File #139: The Living Shard

(File Update - The edeinos are intensifying their hunt for the "1.iving shard.....
If we move quickly, we may be able to find it before they do.1

Cassandra,
We've received word that Baruk Kaah's forces are

searching for a living creature that is supposedly an
"eternity shard." The creature has been spotted roaming
the Eastern Land, but the edeinos tribes hunting it
haven't had any success as yet.

I've talked with some of our edeinos allies and they
say they have never encountered such a creature, but
concede that it is within Lanala's power to create such
a thing.

these people will need counseling and
careful observation for six months at
least. In less severe cases, victims are
disoriented and unable to function
normally. The hospitals are full of
people who claim the bedsheets are
flaying them or the rustle of nurse's
clothing isdeafening. Inextremecases,
the patient becomesviolent,seems not
to recognize loved ones, and wants
only to escape to the Living land.

In conclusion, I confess to being
baffled. U it were a disease, we could
treat it, a drug, wecould counter it, but
it seems to be neither. I am presently
headquartered in one of the areas un
touched by this mysterious ailment,
but I now believe that for my research
to be fruitful, I must travel into one of
the infected sections. I will forward
any further results to you within a
week.

[File Update - Three days after
receipt of this report, Professor Davis
was shot after attacking an Army pri
vate in an apparent attempt to reach
the Living Land. An autopsy revealed
no traces of drugs or alcohol in his
body.

The "'plague" continues unabated.
Many families have relatives locked in
attics or basements to prevent them
from leaving the city. However, the
visions seem to spread like a disease
through entire households, and when
the majority of family members be
come "infected," they attempt to es
cape en masse, and are either success
ful or are killed.]

an ecstatic state. I have gathered re
portsofsuddenly intensecolors, bursts
ofoverwhelming sensory input, and a
number of other inexplicable effects.
Initial reports postulated that the vi
sions might have been brought on by
the ingestion of some sort of halIuci·
nogenic drug. While this is still a valid
hypothesis, we have been unable to
detect any foreign substance in the
food., air or water.

I have recently completed a study
comparing the experiences of
"Lanala," recounted by captured
Jakatts, with the visions experienced
by local residents and found that they
are almost identical. My best guess is
that 8a.ruk Kaah has found a way of
giving some of ow people the beatific
visions which are apparently an inte
gral part of the Keta Kalles religion.
How is he doing this? How the hell
did he get a god that works in the first
place? One question at a time, please,
gentlemen.

• In the first week of the
"'plague" (for want of a better word),
approximately 5000 Philadelphians
fled to the Living Land and have not
been seen since. As you are aware, the
Council then ordered the military to
sUlT'QUOd the city and prevent any
more migrations. As of this date, sol
diers have been forced to shoot 113
people who refused. to return to the
city, and there is no way of measuring
how many may have somehow es
caped through holes in the ring.

• The visions seem to be psycho
logically addictive. Even if we dis
cover the cause and a cure, many of

File #137: Visions
in Philadelphia

To: The Delphi Council
From: Professor Richard Davis,

Penn State University.
Re: Visions in Philadelphia, and

the Subsequent Disappearances of
People Who Have Those Visions.

As you requested I have begun in·
vestigating the bizarre hallucinations
that have been reported in Philadel·
phia in the last three weeks. I have
discovered that this phenomenon be-
gan very suddenly, and spread rap""
idly through about one-third of the
city. Strangely, other areas of the city
have not been affected at all, save for a
few cases, generally people who had
traveled to an infected area and re
turned.

The crux of the reports we have
received is this: those who experience
these visions are apparently seized
with an urge to travel to the Living
Land, and must be physically re
strained from doing so. Obviously,
we have a problem here.

Here is a summary of the situation:
• The visions seem to involve a

heightening of the senses, producing

of a vampyre," said Inspector Von
Blut. "And, of course, normally we
would role out such a possibility. But
these days ... "

Lipshtang was the son of Otto
Lipshtang,a renowned set designer of
the early years of the film industry.

[File Update - A pattern to these
grislymurdersseems tohaveemerged.
It seems that each of the victims was
related to someone who worked in the
Germanfilm industry in theearlyyears
of this century. Specifically each per
son is the son, daughter, nephew or
niece of someone who worked on a
film called The Golnn, an early horror
filmdirected by Paul Wegen... in1914.

The murderer is either a vampyre
(at this point, we can't dismiss the
possibility) or someone attempting to
appear as a vampyre. He could be
from AysleorOrrorsh, but we have no
hard evidence of his true nature. But
the bizarre pattern suggests the mw
derer is working toward some sort of
goal)
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File #27:
The Indonesian

Death Squad

File #4:
Living Land
Sea Monster

Sea Beast: DEX 10, STR 35, TOU 34,
PER 7, MIN 3, CHA 3, SPI 3.

Skills: unarmed combat 13, stealth
18, swimming 10, trick (18), test (22),
taunt (25), intimidation 17 (25).

Natural Tools: hooks on body,
damage value 12; tentacles damage
value STR+3/38; tentacle hooks
damage valueSTR+6/ 41 ;chitin armor
value TOU+5/39.

Description: The sea beast is now
larger than the largest Core Earth blue
whale, approximately 40 meters long.
Its skin was transformed into a chiti
nous substance covered with small,
sharp hooks (each hook is about one
third of a meter in length). The crea
ture has 16 tentacles, each 60 meters
long. 10 meters from the tip of each
tentacle, there is a huge spike, like a
giant tooth, that the beast uses to
puncture the hulls of ships.

The high stmlth skill value reflects
the creature's ability to remain com
pletely silent and motionless under
water when threatened, which has
helped it to evade capture.

Thecreatureoff the coastofCalifor
nia is not from the cosm ofTakta Ker,
but is actually a blue whale from Core
Earth that was transformed by the
axiom wash that accompanied Baruk
Kaah's invasion of Sacramento. No
one from the Uving land is directing
the creature's actions, or, indeed, is
even aware of its existence - it is just
a lonely beast trying to find prey large
enough to fill its very large stomach.

The beast is currently liVing in a
large, underwater cavern located in
the North American continental shelf
just off the California coast, near San
Francisco.

U the creature isn't dealt with soon,
the residents of northern California
face seriousshortagesof food and other
necessities. Most shipping lines are
refusing to service areas north of Los
Angeles,and U.S. Navy forces haveso
far proven unable to handle the situ
ation.

Part of the Gaunt Man's original
strategy was to destabilize the govern
ments of Earth, making effective re
sponse to the invasion virtually im
possible. To this end, he sent out a
death squad of zuvembies led by a
master of the necromantic arts known
asBrotherTom~.Tombe'sjobwasto
assassinate the political and military
leaders of countries the Gaunt Man
intended to attack.

AlthoughThratchen isnot CUJl'ently
expanding the boundaries of Orrorsh,
he has sent Brother Tombe and his
zuvembies to Thailand, Cambodia,
and Vietnam to keep those nations in
disarray and prevent them from mo
bilizingagainst the horror realm. Their
method of operation is to kill a small
number of important national or local
leaders and then move on to the next
target nation - staying long enough
to sow the seeds of fear, but not long
enough for authorities to close in on
them.

BrotherTombeand thedeath squad
commonly travel by train, with the
zuvembies clinging to the undercar
riage of the train or riding on top. He
also has seven more undead creatures
stationed at a campsite on the border
between Cambodia and Vietnam.

Brother Tombe: DEX 9, STR 10, TaU
9, PER 13, MIN 11, CHA 10, SPI9.

Skills: reality 11, dodge 11, fire
combat 11, melee weapons 12, alter
ation magic 18, find 14, trick 13, test 12,
taunt 11, faith (voodoo) 12, arcane
knowledge (Death) 7.

Possibilities: 8.
Equipment: Two Colt Peacemak

ers, Tech 19, damage value 15, ammo
6, range 3-5/15/40; rapier, Tech 15,
damage value STR+5/15; needle and
thread.

Spells.: Create Zuvembie (voodoo)
Axiom Level: 9
Skill: alteration/Death 23
Backlash: 22
Diffkul'Y'13
EffectVaJue: 1
Bonus To: duration
Range: a(one meter)
Dwation: 32 (one month)

...._..".,...-------------------......
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Cast Time: 25 (one day)
Manipulation: control, duration

To create a zuvembie, the necro-
mancer must first perform certain
rituals of preparationupon the corpse.
(Sewing the lips shut and turning out
the pockets of the corpse's clothes are
the two most important of these.)

If the spell is then successfully cast,
the corpse is animated and will follow
all instructions given to it by its
reanimator. These directions cannot
consist of more than 50 words, as the
undead's ability to retain information
is severely limited. The natural decay
of a zuvembie continues at a greatly
reduced rate. (A fresh corpse which is
continuously reanimated will be able
to function for roughly seven years
beforedecomposition advances to the
point where the creature loses mobil
ity.)

Description: Brother Tombe is a
tall, powerfully-built black man with
penetrating eyes and a chilling laugh.
He wears baggy black pants, a blue,
19th~turysailor'sjacket, and a black
top hat. His voice isdeepand mirthful.

Zuvembies (voodoo): DEX 8, STR 20,
TOU 20, PER I, MIN I,CHA3,SPI 10.

Skills: climbing 22 (speed value 8),
dodge 9, unarmed combat 10, lifting
23, trick (25), test (25),initimidation 11
OS).

Equipment: none.
Description: Zuvembies are the

walking dead. They are easily identi
fied by their vacant stare and their
putrefying flesh.

File #43:
Kanawa Defector
Yato Kirasa is a Japanese scientist

who is now living under the axioms of
NipponTech. Hewas hired by Nagara
Security, a subsidiary of Kanawa
Corporation,. to work on "genetic ef
ficient" computer information sys
tems. Over the next few months he
was able to do brilliant work, but he
also discovered the truth behind the
current state of his nation. While
working on a prototYpe of his system
at a Nagara factory, he was able to
send out a secret plea for help in a
shipment of supplies purchased by

the United States.
Although the existence of his mes

sage was not discovered by his supe
riors, his loyalty came to beconsidered
suspect. His wife and daughter were
imprisoned at the Kanawa-owned
Siato apartment complex in Tokyo,
and Kirasa is a prisoner on Nagara's
floating research park in Matsushima
Bay, about 320 km north of Tokyo.

Nagara Research Park
The Nagara Research Park is actu

ally a floating facility, anchored in
Matsushima.Bay off of Kyushu, and
near the island known as "Question
and Answer."

The seagoing structureconsists ofa
main meeting hall, four dormitory
like living quarters for guards and
staff, a small brig (where Kirasa is
currently being kept), a cafeteria and a
main office building. There are also
recreation areas (primarily golf driv
ing-ranges), docks for incoming ves
sels, and two guard towers.

The research park is guarded by
eight Nagara Security441$Robots (see
Torg World Book, page 52) and 10 seeu·
rity guards. The guards are dressed in
black jump suits and black caps bear
ing the Nagara symbol. There is at
leastoneguard stationed ineach tower
at all times. Thereare also two on duty
outsideof the brig when it is occupied,
asitisat present. The remainderof the
guards patrol the faCility, concentrat
ing on the offices and meeting hall.
SecurityGuards:DEX10,STR10,TOU
9, PER 10, MIN 10, CHA 8, SPI 9.

Skills: reality 10, acrobatics 12,
dodge 12, fire combat 12, unarmed
combat 13, test 13, willpoweT 14.

Possibilities: 6.
Equipment: SC Kyogo 144, Tech

24, damage vaJue 18, ammo 15, range
3-15/40/150.

Yato Kirasa

Kirasa is a grey-haired man, with
soft brown eyes and a sad face. Since
he has been separated from his wife
and daughter, his spirit has been
shattered and his work is mediocre at
best. Since Nagara has no use for a
scientist whodoes not procluce, he has
been beaten several times in an effort
to force him to improve the quality of

Gamemaster Section

his work.
Ifhe is rescued, Kirasa will refuse to

leave Nippon without his wife and
daughter,IftheStorm Knightsareable
to gethim and his family to safety, he
can be a valuable source of informa
tion in future adventures in the Nippon
realm.
Yato Kirasa: DEX 7, STR 7, rou 8,
PER 13, MIN 12, CHA 9, SPI 10.

Skills: reality 11, evidence analysis
14, scholar (computers) 16, science 14,
trick 14, test 14, willpower 13.

Possibilities: 9.

Siato Apartments
The Siato apartment complex is a

lG-story buildingindowntownTokyo.
It is a high-security building, serving
as the residence for a number of top
mega-corporation officials.

The building is guarded by 50 se
curity guards, five to a floor. Two are
constantly on duty in the security
stations located on opposite sides of
each floor, while theotherthree guards
patrol the hallways.

In addition, security cameras are
mounted in each comer of each floor,
positioned so as to view the stairwells.
These images are beamed into the se
curity stations of the relevant floor, as
well as to a master control center on
the main floor.
Siato Security Guards: DEX 10, STR
10, TOU II, PER 9, MIN 8, CHA 9, SPI
9.

Skills: dodge 11, fire combat 12,
melee weapons 11, stealth 12, martial
arts (ninjutsu) 13, tracking 10, taunt
10, intimidation 11.

Equipment: 13mm Chunyokai
(with silencer). Tech 24,damagevaJue
18,ammo9,range3-10/40/50;dagger,
Tech 7, STR+3, damage value 13.

Mrs. Kirasa's stats are 8s all the
way across and daughter Sumi's are
Ss. They have no skills that are of use
in this situation.

File #47:
Viking Amulet

Nearly 1000 years ago, a Swedish
wizard constructed an amulet to pro
tecthislandfrom Viking raiders. Upon
the wizard's death, the amulet was

6~--------------------'_·
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buried with him in a grave six miles
north of the city of Giilve, beneath a
grassy barrow.

1M Viking Ward
Cosm: Core Earth
Possibilities: 5
Tapping Difficulty: 15
Purpose: To ward off the invasions
of Viking invaders
Powers: If the amulet is worn by

anyone standing within a ~em~t,
the combat skills of any Vikings (m
cludingAyslishVikings) attacking that
settlement are reduced by five

Group Power. Crt/lie Hardpoinl
Resbictions: The settlement men

tioned above must be a permanent
one, with at least one family having
lived there for a full generation.

If theStorm Knights travel to Giilve
and begin asking questions in the
surrounding area, they discover that
there were three groups of goblins,
with eight goblins per group, looking
for information about Havergaard's
final resting place. Further investiga
tion reveals that the goblins kidnapped
an old man named Bjorn in the middle
of the night.

Bjorn comes from a family ofstory
teDers and knows the legends sur
rounding Havergaard's tomb, includ
ing where it is supposed to be located.
The goblin groups have now joined
togetherandandarecampedinafo~
near Galve, where they are torturing
Bjorn to gain furtherinformationfrom
him. When they have finished with
him, they intend to kill him.
Bjorn, DEX 9, STR 8, TOU 9, PER 9,
MIN 10, CHA II, SPI 10.

Skills: reality 11, prestidigitation
10,unarmed combat 10, find 11,scholar
(mythic lore) 12, test 13, charm 14,
persuasion 12, intimidation 12.

Possibilities: 9.

Goblin, DEX II, 5TR6, TOU 7, PER 8,
MIN 8, CHA 8, SPI 8.

SkUls: dodge 12, maneuver 12,
unarmed combat 12, running 13,
stealth 13, climbing 8, trick 10, taunt
10.

Equipment: bone and hide armor
+3 (armor value 10); mace, damage
value STR+4/ 10.

If the Storm Knights are unable to
find the tomb through magical or

spiritual means, they will have to~d
the goblin's camp and rescue BjOrn
(though rescuing the old man would
be a good idea in any event). You
might want to have oneor more.o~the
goblins escape to warn some Vikings
of the impending discovery of the
amulet by the Storm~ts.

After they have Bjorn, the
Knights can begin searc~g the .area
he indicates to be the most likely siteof
the tomb. The burial chamber is at the
end ofan underground tunnel, which
passes throughseveral other rooms as
well. In one of the chambers are two
animatedskeIetonsthatspontaneous1y
rose from the dead when the Aysle
axioms washed over the area. In life,
they were fierce warriors buried with
Havergaard to proted his body.

The Storm Knights must fight the
skeletons, get the amulet, and then
beat their way through the crew of
Vikings that have returned with the
goblins to the tomb. There ~re three
Vikings for every Storm Knight. The
Vikings are led by a chieftain named
Vrolk the Golden.
Vrolk the Golden: DEX 12, SfR 12,

TOU 14, PER 7, MIN 6, CHA 9, SPI 6.
Skills: reality 7, dodge 14, melee

weapons 15, maneuver 13, missile
weapons 13, swimming 14, unarmed
combat 14, scholar (navigation) 8.

Possibilities: 7.
Equipment Two-handed sword,

Tech 10, damage value SfR+7/19.
Vikings: See Torg World Book, pageJ().

Equipment: axe, Tech 9, damage
value STR+6/16.
Skeletons: See TorgWorld Book, page
32.

Equipment: broadsword, Tech 9,
damage value SfR+6/16.

File #36:
Scorpion Gang

The Scorpion Gang is the most
powerful mob in Cairo, nam~ after
its mysterious leader, theScorpion. As
far as anyone knows, the gang has no
connection with Dr. Mobius, it is sim
ply trying to tum a profit throug~ its
forays into armed robbery, extortion,
and the black market.
The Scorpion: DEX 11, STR 10, TOU
10, PER 10, MIN 11, CHA 8, SPI 8.

Skills: reality 9, unarmed combat
12, fire combat 14, maneuver 12, find
11, trick 11, persuasion 10, taunt 10,
intimidation 10.

Inclination: Evil.
Possibilities: 6.
Equipment: golden, scaled armor,

+7 (armor value 17); dagger, Tech 7,
damage value STR+3/13; Thompson
1928,Tech20,damagevalue20,ammo
2, range 3-15/25/100.
Scorpion Gang Thugs: DEX 10, STR
10, TOUIO,PER9,M1N8,CHA8,SPI
8.

Skills: dodge 11, fire combat 12,
maneuver 11, melee weapons 11, un
armedcombat 12, lock picking II, find
10, willpower 9, taunt 9, intimidation
10.

Inclination: Evil.
Equipment: dagger, Tech 7, dam

age valueSTR+3/13; Thompson 1928,
Tech 20, damage value 20, ammo 2,
range 3-15/25/100.

There are 40 thugs in the gang,
transformed residents of Egypt. They
wear ill-fitting suits and turbans.

The Scorpion coDects most of his
money through a protection racket.
This means that his thugs tell shop
owners that if they don't pay up, an
"accident'" might happen to their
property or their family. TheScorpion
has claimed his presence is keeping
Mobius' forces out ofCairo,but that is
not true.

To rid Cairo of this gang, the Storm
Knights will have to find the Scorpion
and defeat him. This will not be easy,
since the Scorpion hides behind the
identity of "Hajim Alatar," a blind
newspaper vendor whose stand is ~n
one of the busiest street comers 10

Cairo. From there, he is able to hear
numerous nuggets of useful informa
tion: payroD schedules, gossip about
rival gangs, once even plans for a hit
on himself! EverybodyinCairoknows
and trusts "Hajim," and if the Storm
Knights go looking for information,
they will probably be directed to him.

Underneath his stand, there is a
trap door which opens on to an un
derground tunnel and the Scorpion's
secret base beneath Hajii Building.
Only the Scorpion knows of this en
trance; the other thugs come through a
similar tunnel which runs from the
basement of the Amenhotep Building
to their headquarters.
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The best chance the Storm Knights
have of finding the Scorpion is to
stumble across Sofia Delour, a lounge
singer in Cairo with dark hair and
Mediterranean complexion, with a
wardrobe limited to tight·fitting, low·
cut dresses. She's the Scorpion's
"moll," but he treats her so badly that
she often leaves him, only to be re-
wanled with plentyofchampagneand
sparkle when she inevitably returns.

lithe Knightsshould meet herwhile
she's angry with the Scorpion, they
might be able to get some information
from her. She knows that theScorpion
poses as a blind newspaper vendor,
but she doesn't know on which street
comer - and Cairo is full of blind
newspaper vendors. The only prob
lem is that when Sofia is angry with
the Scorpion,. she's angry at the world
- which meansshe'shostik to anyone
that approaches her.
Sofi.. Delour: DEX 9, STR 8, rou 8,
PER 9, MIN 10, CHA 12, SPIIO.

Skifis, reality I0,acn:>batics9,dodge
9, fire combat 11, maneuver 10, presti
digitation 9, stealth 9, unarmed com
bat 10. language 10, trick 10, artist
(singer> 12,""12,wi11powerl2,chann
13 06 against mem, persuasion 13,
taunt 15, faith (Egyptian) 11, intimi
dation 12.

Inclination: Evil.
Possibilities: 7.
Equipment: stiletto (designed to

resemble a hairpin), Tech 11, damage
value STR+3/11, cigarette holder
which conceals a miniaturized micro
phone and radio transmitter (range 6
miles).

File #54:
Spartan Squadron
The Sweeping Crew is a unit of 20

mercenaries who have been assigned
to "clean up" resistance communities
that refuse to move. They have au
thorization to accomplish this task by
any means necessary, up to and in
cluding slaughtering the inhabitants
ofa settlementand razing theirshaclcs.

This elite squad of Spartans is
commanded by "Captain" Samuel
Frisbane, a mercenary with several
years of experience in global "hot
spots." He is a trim and sturdy man

with short, greying hair and a taut face
that seems incapable of revealing
emotions.

Frisbane was drummed out of the
U.s. Army after an investigation re
vealed that he had tortured and mur
dered one of his own men whom he
believed had let an enemy esc-ape. Be
fore he could be imprisoned, he es
caped and found workas a mercenary
in Angola.

Frisbane is a sadistic killer. He takes
great pleasure in the massacreof those
he considers to be "traitors" and the
bUrning of their homes.
"Captain" Samuel Frisbane: DEX 11,
STR 11,TOU 11, PER9, MIN8,CHA 9,
SP17.

Skills: reality 8, dodge 12, fire
combat 15, maneuver 12, melee
weapons 12, find 10, tracking 10, per
suasion to, taunt 10, intimidation 9.

Possibilities: 8.
Equipment dagger damage value

I
I

STR+3/ 14; Uti, damage 17, range lSI
40/100; .45coltauto,damage16,range
10/15/40.

Spartans: DEX 10, STR 10, TOU 11,
PER 9, MIN 9, CHA 10, SPI7.

Skills: reality 8, dodge 11, fire com
bat 13, melee weapons 12, stealth 11,
tracking 10, survival 10, persuasion
11, intimidation 11.

Possibilities: 2.
Equipment Uzi, Tech 22, damage

value 17, ammo 11, range 3-15/40/
100; .357 Desert Eagle, Tech 22, dam
age value 16, ammo 6, range3-10/25/
50; dagger, Tech 7, damage value
STR+3/13.

When a military unit meets with
resistance community members, they
give the residents 24 hours to decide
whether or not they will leave the
Uving land voluntarily. H they de
cide not to go, one of the military
personnel is responsible for marking
the communityfor extermination. The
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mark is usually a white ">t' painted on
several trees in the vicinity of the
settlement. The Sweeping Crew wan
dersthrough the Uving Land,search
ing for these marks and carrying out
their mandate.

The Sweeping Crew should be
treated like an evil nomadic tribe in a
"lost world'" story. TheStorm Knights
have to track them for several days,
encountering Jakatts, edeinos, and
Uving Land creatures along the way.
The gamemaster should probably ar
range it so that that Knights catch up
with theCrew just as they are about to
wipe out a marked community.

It is also possible that the Sweeping
Crew will get word that somebody is
searching for them. In this case, the
Stann Knights might discover how
easy it for the hunter to become the
hunted.

File #60:
The Backer

Mars' Messengers are a group of
hot-shot hunters who were brought
together from around the globe by
millionaire Horace Billings of Mobile,
Alabama.

The Stonn Knights can approach
this situation in one of two ways: they
can trackdown Mars' Messengersand
kill them (not very heroic, but effec
tive), or they can get Billings to stop
supplying funding the edeinos-hunt
ers.

There are eight "Messengers," in
cluding Jeff Barker, their leader. Two
are English, one is Australian, three
are American (Barker is American),
one is Spanish, and one is Chinese.
Mors's Messengers: DEX 10, STR 10,
TOU 10, PER 10, MIN 9, CHA 8, SPI8.

Skills: reality 9, beast riding 11,
dodge 11, fire combat 12, melee
weapons 11, missile weapons II, find
II, tracking 13, trick II, survival 10.

Possibilities: 3.
Equipment: long bow, Tech 12,

damage STR.6/16, ""'ge 3-10/100/
250; dagger, Tech 7, damage value
STR+3/13;M-16(auto), Tech 22, dam
age value 20, ammo 10, range 3-40/
250/400.

The hunters prefer to use the bows
and knives, and only use the guns

when things turn sour (i.e., dozens of
edeinas suddenly show up).

The band travels in two Army-sw
plus jeeps (Tech 21, speed 80/50/12,
passengers 4, toughness 15).

Mars' Messengers visit Boise the
fourth weekofevery month to pick up
their checks from the rU'St Western
Bank. The Knights can look for them
in Boise (the group is well known) or
search for them in the Uving land.

TheStann Knights might also try to
get information about the mysterious
"backer" from First Western Bank
(which is not likely to give the infor
mation willingly). If they discover
Billings' identity and confront him,
they will find he is a stubborn 66 year
old businessman who will only prom
ise to stop backing the hunters if the
Storm Knights threaten to go public
with the story.
Horace Billings: DEX 8, STR 7, TOU8,
PER 11, MIN 11, CHA 11, SPIIO.

Skills: reality II, evidence analysis
12, scholar (stock market) 14, trick 12,
test 12, persuasion 13, charm 13, in·
timidation 12.

The grounds of Billings' mansion
are patrolled by fow guards.
Guuds:DEX 11,STRII, TOU 10, PER
9, MIN 9, CHA 9, SPI7.

Skills: fire combat 14, maneuver
12, unarmed combat 13, tracking 10,
trick 10, test 11, persuasion 10, taunt
11.

Equipment: .357Desert Eagle,Tech
22, damage value 16, ammo 6, range3
10/25/40.

File #65:
Jakatt Terrorist

Peterson is planning on sneaking
into the Edgewater Nuclear Power
Plant, located justoutsideofWashing
ton D.C. The area has a large popula
tion and is close to the border of the
Eastern Land. In the event of a melt
down, hundreds of thousands of
people could be exposed to lethal lev
els of radiation, and might well seek
shelter in the Uving Land. There they
would be healed by Lanala in return
for worshipping her.

Peterson was a physics teacher at
Stanford before the Possibility Wars
erupted. He actually has not been

transformed by the axioms of the Uv
ing Land. He believes in and wants to
be a part of the Keta Kalles religion.
His gotak told him to destroy a "dead
thing" to gain l.anala's favor, and his
background led him to the idea of
destroying a nuclear plant.
Dr. Pderson: DEX 8, STR 7, TOU 8,
PER II, MIN 12, CHA 8, SPill.

Skills: reality 12, evidence analysis
12, find 12,scholar(physics)14, science
13, faith 14, focus 14.

Equipment: One change ofclothes,
wallet with credit cards, driver's li·
cense, etc.

There are several ways the Storm
Knightscan find out where Peterson is
going to commit his act of terrorism.
They could research his past (a total of
14 on a Sl:holar roll) and discover that
he helped design the Edgewater Plant.
They could also contact credit card
companies and use duplicity (a total
of 12 on a ptTSUJJsion roll) to find out
Peterson's recent purchases. U they
do this, they'll find out he has bought
a train ticket to Washington, D.C.
<Make sure to roleplay out the inves
tigation and not just make dice roUs.)

Peterson's pian is to be himself and
simply ask the plant manager, whom
he knows, if he can look around the
plant he designed. Once inside the
control room, he will sabotage the
panel that controls the cadmium rods
in the reactor, triggering a melt down.
He believes that he will be aided by
Lanala in making his escape, but in
truth, the tribe he has been traveling
with does not completely trust him.
His death will provide the goddess
with the type of intense sensation she
craves.

File #67:
Besieged Town

UtheStonn Knights go to visit Mary,
she can tell them that she's from the
middle of lndiana. (The name of her
town is actually Center, but she's still
a bit confused after her escape from
the edemos.)

Shealso knows that there were train
tracks that ran throughherhome town.
The hospital staff will not let her leave
the hospital to go find her parents.

The frrst part of this adventure
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should be run like a pulp search for an
ancient city. In this case, however, the
city is very much alive and in need of
help. The Storm Knights should have
run-ins with monsters and both hlJi!r
tile friendly edeinos. As they travel,
they can pick up information about
the town they are looking for (with
friendly edemas saying things like,
"Yes, I have heard ofsuch a place. It is
in the direction that the band of water
flows from," and soon.) SeeThe Living
LAnd Sourcebook for hints on building
this kind of adventure.

Once the Storm Knights reach the
town, they discover that there are
about 1,000humansbeing held captive
by edeinas, who wish to prevent them
from leaving the Living Land. There
are 800 edeinos, 75 Jantts, and 10
benthes guanling the populace.

Because the odds are so over
whelming, the Storm Knights will not
be able to simply mount an attack and
free the town. They will have to find a
more subtle method ofeffecting a res
cue.

The hostages are currently quar
tered in a section of town bisected by
railroad tracks. There is a deserted
freight train with 25 cars on it located
north of Center. The Storm Knights
could conceivably use this train as part
of a rescue attempt.

1950 Railro.1.d Engin~: Tech 21, speed
110/70/13, passenger.; 160, toughness
37.

A possible wrench in the works of
any plan is Lilian Muller, a Core Earth
native who wants to become a Jakatt.
Because she hasn't flipped over yet,
she is being used by the Jakatts as a
double agent. Herjob is to live within
thehumancommunityandreportback
to the edeinos if any plans for escape
are being forged.

Since there has been no activity
along those lines for weeks now, Lilian
hasn't had any need to get in contact
with the edeinos and her cover iscom
pletely secure. If the Storm Knights
attempt toorganizea massescape, she
will try to get their confidence, get the
details of the plan, and then pass the
complete information on to the
edeinos.

Lilian is a 23 year-old divorced
mother whose children died during
the invasion. She has given up on life

andwants~m~~an~~~~

an ali~ religion, to give her the ability
to feel ~mething besides deep pain.

Despite her grief, the attractive
blonde is able to projecta happy, help
ful image.

Lilim Muller. DEX 8, STR 8, TOU 8,
PER 10, MIN 10, CHA 11, SPll J.

Skills: running 9, stealth 10, will
power 13, charm 14, persuasion 13,
faith 13.

File # 68:
Transformed
Technology

During a business trip to Southeast
Asia, Sullivan had his future read by a
Gypsy. She discovered that his build
ing in Allendale (a city in California
recently conquered by Baruk Kaah)
contained an eternity shard. Having
heard rumors of the value of such
items, he became obsessed with re
covering the one that was within his
building.

The only problem was that the city
had been evacuated and the area was
currently overrun with edeinos and
giant reptilian creatures. He hired a
team from Armageddon Security,
which normally provides protection
to top executives and has been known
to take on assignments that were
marginally legal, at best, to go in and
retrieve the eternity shard. He had
explained to the men that the building
had been rigged with all ~rts of se
curity devices, but since it was now
part of the Uving Land, these devices
would no longer work. "

When the five men from Anna
geddonentered thebuilding,how~er,
theydisrovered thatSullivan wasonly
partially rom!ct about the building's
security systems. Although they no
longer work, the Everlaw of One kept
their original purpose - to stop in
trudersinthebuilding- in a manner
compatible with the Uving Land's
axioms. Lanala's pervasive influ~ce

has allowed, as part of the transforma
tion, the living to take up the duties of
the "dead machines" of Core Earth.
Uke the hrockt shoots of the edeinas,
there are now organic systems whose
purpose is to protect the building.

All security doors are locked and
are equipped with an alarm. Before
the building transformed, red lights
would flashand a klaxon would gooff
if the door was opened without a key.
If the door is forced open now, pres
sure sensitive Uir flowers release a
hallucinogen (resolved as a test with a
value of 16 against the target's will
power or Mind) to produce the Uving
Land equivalent of klaxons blaring
and lights flashing within the thief's
mind. On a setback (or worse) result
the victim clutch his head and col
lapses to the floor as his eyes and ears
are filled withoverwhe1minglightand
~und.

Although the victim is not physi
cally attacked, thedamage to hisbrain
causes the sensation of pain through
out his whole body.

Whoever was involved in opening
the door, to the smallest degree, is
attacked by the flowers. Characters
who were not involved in getting
through the door do not see or hear
anything.

U the lock is picked, the trap will
not be activated.

Before being transformed, the cor
ridors featured metal plates running
along the floor. Security boxes were
located at either end of the corridor,
and if a keycard was not inserted into
one of them, a shock powerful enough
to stun would be sent through the
floor.

Thecorridorsarenowcovered with
writhing tentacles growing out of the
floor. The tentacles will attempt to
grab anyone walking down the corri
dor and strangle him to death. The
tentacles remain motionless until
~meonesteps into the corridor.
Tentacles: DEX 14, STR 13, TOU 16,
PER 1, MIN 1, CHA 1, SPI5.

Sldlls: unarmed combat 15, dodge
16.

The trap cannot be deactivated by
tampering with the security box.

The eternity shard is a computer
chip insidea prototypeofa CompTech
1000. This computer (marked on the
map) is still active, even though no
other mechanical devices in the build·
ing are operating. On thescreen can be
seena kaleidoscopeofswirling colors.
The pattern seems chaotic, but every
oncein whilea definite shapeappears,
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only to be consumed by chaos once
again. The chip is graphically pre
senting the ebb and flow of possibili
ties.

If the Storm Knights carefully take
the computer apart (a total of 10 on a
scholar (computer) or science rom they
find the chip within, surrounded by a
nimbus of blue light.

TIu Computer Chip
Cosm: Core Earth
Possibilities; 28
Tapping Difficulty. IS
Purpose: To process and utilize in·

formation
Powers: If the chip is held by a

possibility·rated being, it increases the
Social axiomofanyarea to thatofCore
Earth; the area is a circle with a radius
one kilometer from the chip

Group Power. Create Hardpoint
Resbictions: The chip creates a

mixed zone for the Social Axiom. and
only those who desire the higher level
will be affected by the shard's power

File #69:
Stolen Scientist

The government's report on this
matter is basically accurate. The tribe
that Donner was studying is loyal to
BaNk Kaah and was using Donner to
gain information about the United
States and Canada. The tribe became
impatientand began torturing Donner
for information one month ago. He is
still alive, but hovering near death.

The tribe is made up of40 edeinas,
30 Jakaus, 10 stalengers, andthree
benthes (see the TorgWorld Book, page
23.) They are a nomadic tribe wander
ingthroughoutupstateNewYork. The
Storm Knights must track the tribe
and rescue the professor. The residents
of resistance communities in that area
might provide clues as to the Lotan
tribe's whereabouts.
ProfessorDonner. OEX 7, STR8,TOU
8, PER 14, MIN 12, CHA 9, SPI8.

Skills: reality 9, beast riding 8, evi
denceanalysis 16, language15,scholar
(anthropology) 17, test 15, persuasion
10. faith (Mormon) 9.

Equipment Donnercurrently po&
sesses nothing more than the khaki
outfit with which he entered the Liv
mgLlnd.

File #70:
Mysterious Menace

There are currently 40 air sprites
living in the village of Twain Rock.
The sprites are about four centimeters
long. and appear as long, delicate hu·
mans.Theyalso have wings formed of
delicate threads of silver. They have
little contact with the villagers, but
will act to keep the dark creatures of
Aysle away from the town.
Air Sprit., DEX 6, STR 4, TOU 5, PER
12, MIN 10, CHA4,SP1I.

Possibility Potential some (65).
NaturaJ Tools spiked hands, dam·

age value 6.
Equipment none.
Skifis, Oight 12, stealth 9, lifting 6,

find 9,trac1dng 9,swvival 8, test 11,
taunt 10, charm 11, intimidation (7).

This particular band of faeries has
the ability to ward. off O'eatures of
darkness, providing there are a suffi
cient numberof faeries present.This is
why the Sprite King was in danger
from the trolls - he was alone. As
long as 30 or more air sprites (as per
the ancient laws set down by the gods
of light, "And thirty shall be the
number") remain at the edge of the
village,anycreaturesofevil which set
foot insideof it suffersa test attack with
a value equal to the numberofsprites.
For example, 33 sprites have test 33
against any evil creatures who enter
their circle. If the number ever drops
below thirty, the sprites generate no
magical test value at all.

Recently, the sprites have been be
ing murdered at an alarming rate.
Several sprites claim to have fled from
a shambling shadow that looked likea
bear. The creature kept advaqcing
upon the faeries even thought they
were inside the safety of their faerie
circle. Because their numbers are
shrinking. the faeries mustspend more
and more time apart from each other
to create the magical ring around the
village. If any more of the sprites are
killed, it would not be prudent for
them to stay.

The menace is acreature aeated by
an evil wizard named Radu, intended
to break the moraleofTwain Rockand
theothervillagesin thearea. Themon~
ster, called a "twilight" by the wizard,

Gamemaster Section

is a bear·like creature made of solidi
fied shadow that walks on aU fours. It
is not affected by the faerie ring be
cause it is not wholly evil. The
creature's heart is actually that of a
Core Earth bear - and in Core Earth,.
thereareshadesofgrey when it comes
to morality. The wizard has invested
the "twilighr with an appetite for
faeries and let it loose nearTwain Rock.

Twilight DEX la, STR 12, TOU 24,
PER 7, MIN 3, CHA 3, SP13.

Skills: reality 4, unarmed combat
13, climbing 13, stealth II, running II,
swimming 11, test 12, taunt (10), in
timidation un.

Possibilities:oneperStormKnight
Natural Tools: claws, damage

vaJueSI'R+4/; 16; teeth,damagevalue
STR+5/17.

File #71:
Dragon's Tribute

Thisadventureworksonmorethan
one level. The obvious plotline is the
huntingofTetIumage,thedragon,and
theStorm Knights' attempt to kill him.
TheStormKnightscanhuntthedragon
to its lair or wait for it at the site of the
sacrifice, both of which are marked in
their relation to Direbane on the map.
Tetlumage (Draconis Teulonica):
DEX 9, STR 27, TOU 23/35, PER 19,
MIN IS, CHA 7, SPI 7.

Skills: reality 9, flight 12, unarmed
combatll,stealth 11,alterationmagic
22, divination magic 22, evidence
analysis 21, find 23, tracking 21, trick
22, survival 17, test 21, willpower 18,
taunt (11).

Possibilities: two perStormKnight.
Arcane Knowledges: darkness 4, air

6.
Natural Tools: armor, TOU+12;

wings, speed 11;claws, damage value
STR+3; arctic breath, damage value
36, range 3-50/51-250/251-600.

The second level involves interac
tion with thedtizensofDirebane. They
do not want help and will work
against the Storm Knights if they
d~thei.rintenttoslayTetlumage.

In their view, the dragon is too dan·
gerous to beangered. That is why they
started appeasing it with sacrifices in
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the first place. U the Storm Knights
make their intentions known, the
gamemaster should arrange for assas
sination attempts while the characters
are asleep in the city, and ambushes
out in the wilds. The attempt should
be made by standard Ayslish folk.

Ayslish Yeoman: See World Book,page
29.

The Storm Knights, if they wish,
can probably cut their assailants down
with ease, but it would be wiser if to
attempt to find a way to subdue the
Direbane population until thedragon
is destroyed. In this way, the story of
the Storm Knights' killing of
TeUumage will portray them as being
both just and merciful.

Heading the city coundl is Karlan
the Red. Karlan's beard is now white,
but he once had a mane of hair as red
as blood and a temper to match. He
has imposed hisown fears and feelings
of impotence in old age upon his city.
His impassioned speeches at city
council meetings led everyone to be
lieve that the danger to the many was
far too great when compared to the
sacrificeofa few. Hepossessesa magic
sword hewasgivenin his youth. which
candosubstantial damage to dragons,
but he keeps it hidden under his bed
and no one knows that he owns it. He
thinks of it constantly, however, and if
oneoftheStormKnights has the ability
to read his thoughts, she might learn
of it.

U the Storm Knights ask the people
of the city about Korlan they relate the
following tale with pride:

Many years ago on the world of
Aysle, a dragon came and demanded
tribute. The city elders agreed to ca
pitulate. At first, the dragon only
wanted treasure, which it took back to
its lair.Thenitwanted food, and finally
it demanded the sacrifice ofa maiden.
The council gave in to each new re
quest without hesitation. It was
thought (as it is in Direbane now) that
it would be better to give in to the
dragon than to risk its wrath.Ofcourse,
the daily sacrifice of a maiden was a
nightmare, but none were willing to
challenge the dragon's might.

Korlan was but an upstart boy at
the time. He was thesonofa blacksmith
- a muscular lad who gladly helped

\

his father, but who had no love for the
smithy'srrade. Oneday, he announced
he would goon a quest to seek help for
the city. Heleftand wasnotseenagain
for many months. In that time, misery
swept through the city, as the dragon's
appetite for sacrifice grew greater and
greater.

When Korlan returned, he learned
that his childhood love had just been
taken to the place of sacrifice to be
offered. tothedragon. Withouta word,
Korlan mounted his steed and headed
forthedragon'slair. Laterthat day the
brave youth returned, covered. in the
blood of the dragon, bearing his love
and the city's treasure.

Because Korlan had slain the
dragon, the people of the city take his
counsel now. They believe that if
Korlan, the Slayer of Dragons, says it
is better not to fight this beast, then
they had best take his advice.
Korlan the Red: DEX 7,STR 7, TOU 8,
PER 9, MIN 10, CHA 12, SPI8.

Skills: melee weapons 9, beast
riding 9, tracking 10, survival 11,
willpower 12, charm 14, persuasion
15.

Equipment: staff, Tech 8, damage
value STR+3/10; magic sword, Tech
9, damage STR+7/14. The enchant
ment on the sword allows it to "pass
through a dragon's armoras if through
air". A dragon has no armor bonus
against this sword, defending with
only its native Toughness.

File #72:
Marquis Yorbund
Marquis Yorbund recently bought

the services of an evil wizard named
Durak, and asked him to build a spell
that would trap the people of Hamlin
in their village. Although Yorbund's
other serfs believe they are safe from
their lord's ill treatment because they
are far from his castle, all the money
that Yorbund is taking from Hamlin
will soon be paid to Durak to increase
the range of the spell.

The curse is created using an urn
filled with fire that is located in the
sub-cellarof Yorbund's castle. The urn
is decorated with arcane symbols and
pictures of demons in torment. The

Gamemaster Section

flamemustbekeptbumingatalltimes
or the curse is dispelled.

It is a misconception that the villag
ers of Hamlin are cursed or that the
village itself is cursed, for to do either
would requiremorepowerthanOurak
possesses. 'The spell is actually set up
in the following way:

Durak has created a thin strip of
magical energy that forms a circle four
kilometers from the castle. The magi
cal strip is only one centimeter wide.
Anyone may walk freely through the
strip from the outside of the circle to
inside, but to leave the circle, the per
son must be carrying the seal of the
Marquis Yorbund. This seal is always
plaCed on letters written by Yorbund,
and letters are always given to traders
from neighboring villagers. No one
questions the need to acquire such a
letter from the lord, sinceno onewants
the curse to fall upon them. The seal
could also be carried upon a person's
armor, shield, or ring - all that mat
ters is that it be somewhere on his
person so he can leave the village
safely. The seal warms briefly when
the circle is crossed.

U someone tries to leave without
bearing the seal, they are "attacked"
by the spell. The spell is already set in
place - it automatically fires from the
flame-filled urn once triggered by a
person walking through the circle.
Generate a bonus and add it to the
ward's effect value to generate the
ward's effect total; compare it against
the target's Mind. If the effect total
exceeds the Mind, the target ages 15
years (vaJue44). This valueismodified
by the result points as read on the
power column of the General Table.

Example: The ward generates an
effect total of 16 against an Ayslish
yeoman with a Mind of 7. Nine result
points on the power column is +4, for
a modified time valueof48 (100years).

Any human ord from Aysle who
reaches the ageof60 or beyond dieson
the spot.

Quick Aging Ward
Axiom Level: 17
Skill: alteration/time 28

Backlash: 20
Difficulty, 22
Effect Value: 14

6~---------------._.
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Bonus Number to: effect
Range: 18 (4 kilometers)
Dwation: 38 (one year)
Cast time: 32 (one month)
Manipulation: duration, state,

control.
This spell is cast into a focus, a

flame which must bum every night
for the durationof thespell. Part of the
fuel consumed must be twigs,
branches, or logs taken from trees and
plantsgrowing within the circlewhich
surrounds the village.

Note: U the flame in the urn is ex
tinguished from sunset to sunrise, or
from sunrise to sunset (approximately
12 hours), the spell has been ruined. U
the flame is re-lit before the time period
just mentioned has expired, the spell
can continue to operate. This means
that if the Storm Knights successfully
put out the flame, they might have to
hold out against Yorbund's guards
until the necessary number of hours
has elapsed and the spell ceases to be
effective.

Ourak and Marquis Yorbund are
the only people who know how the
spell works. If the Storm Knights cap
ture Yorbund, they can question him
and ask him how he arranged for the
spell to be created.
Marquis Yorbund: DEX9,STR9,TQU
9, PER 9, MIN 12, CHA 10, SP18.

Skills: reality 9, beast riding 10,
dodge10,melee weapons 12, unarmed
combat 11, tracking 10, persuasion 12,
taunt 13.

Possibilities: 2 per Storm Knight.
Equipment: dagger, Tech 7, dam

age value STR+3/12; rapier, Tech 15,
damage value STR+5/14.

There are 40 guards in the castle.
Castle Yorbund Guards: DEX 10, STR
10, TOU10, PER8,MIN 8,CHA8,SPI
8.

Skills: beast riding 11, dodge 11,
maneuver 12, melee weapons 13, un
armed combat 11, find 10, trick 9,
tracking 9, taunt 9.

Equipment: broadsword, Tech 9,
damage value STR+6/16.

Durak travels the land makingmis
chief for people and gathering items
for use in hisspells. IftheStorm Knights
want to hunt this fiend down, they can
attempt it, but the gamemaster will
have to work out the quest.
Owak: DEX 8, STR 8, TQU 9, PER 14,
MIN 13, CHA 7, SPI 10.

Skills: reality 14, dodge 9, melee
weapons 9, alteration magic 20, divi
nation magic 19, find lS, first aid 15,
scholar (arcane lore) 16, apportation
magic 18, conjuration magic 19, will
power 20, taunt 9.

Possibilities: 2 per Storm Knight.
Spells: Ourak is known to have

altered fireball, conjured fireball, bul
let, lightning, earth shield, weakness.
See Rulebook, pages 116-119. Has ar
cane knowledgesdeathS, life5, timeS,
magic 5, inanimate forces 4, living
forces 4, earth 5, fire 3, metal 3, water
3, enchanted S, entity 4, folk 3, all
theory knowledges at 3.

Equipment.: dagger, Tech 7, dam
age value STR+3/11.

File #81:
Dwarven Thieves
Thedwarvesmentioned inAtropas'

letter are indeed allied with Uthorion
and areplanningevilacts.Thedwarves
- Uben, Stuben, Gyre, Dire, Pollen
and Stallin - wandered out of the
Aysle realm during a skinnish with
some London natives and flipped to
CoreEarthaxioms.They knew enough
not to trygo back to their native realm,
for fear that the EverlawofOnewould
extinguish them. Knowing that even
tually they would be doomed by the

I.
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File #86:
The Map Seller

(mechanical engineering) 12, lan
guages 10, evidence analysis 10, trick
10, test 10.

Equipment: short sword, Tech 8,
damage value STR+4/13; 9mm
Beretta, Tech 22, damage value 15,
ammo 9, range 3-10/25/40.
Mechanical Dragon: DEX 9, STR 20,
rou 28, PER 0, MIN 0, CHA 0, SPI 0.'

Skills: flight 10, unarmed combat
13, trick (25), test (25), persuasion (25),
taunt (25), intimidation (25).

Natural Tools: armor (included in
the dragon'sToughness value); wings,
speed value 10; claws, damage value
STR+3; napalm breath, damage value
30, ..ngo 30-60/61-270/271-750.

"The dragon has no mental or spiri
tual abilities and cannot be attacked
by any means which depends on the
target having a mind or soul. If the
Storm Knights target the dwarves pi
loting the dragon, then such attacks
can be made (but the Storm Knights
must specify that they are attacking
the dwarves). The dragon's Dexterity
rating is the efficiency with with it
moves when being operated from the
cockpit.

TheMap Seller (that is what hecalls
himself) is indeed a servant of
Uthorion. It is his task to lure the
desperate and anxious into the realm
of Aysle so their possibility energy
can feed the Darkness Device.

The Map Seller: DEX 8,STR 7, TOU7,
PER 13, MIN 12, CHA 10, SPI9.

Skills: reality 10, dodge 9, melee
weapons 9, prestidigitation 9, stealth
9, scholar (streetwise) 16, alteration
magic 17,conjuration magic 15, charm
11, persuasion 11.

Possibilities: 8.
Equipment: sword-eane, Tech IS,

damage value STR+s/12; bag filled
with dozens of maps.

Arcane Knowledges: inanimate
~ forces, fire, folk, all at 4.
;)j Spells: The Map Seller is known to
j have altered fireball, charm person,
.i increase charisma and alteration

pan:hment(see Rulebook, pp. 116-122).
Each of the maps sold by the Map

Seller is enchanted. The "X" on each

(U they wish, they can simply watch
the docks and eventually they will
spotoneofthe dwarves emergingfrom
the water.)

The dragon is kept in a large
chamber in the tunnels. It takes two
dwarves to control the dragon from a
cockpit located in its head. If theStorm
Knights step on any of the tripwires,
an alarm is sounded and the dragon
will be manned when they arrive. If
they catch the dwarves by complete
surprise, then two dwarves must at·
tempt to enter the dragon through its
belly while the rest of the band holds
the Knights at bay.

If the battle starts going against the
dwarves, they will all enter the dragon
and crash through the ceiling. They
will then attack London, showering
the city with fire.
Dwarves: DEX7,STR9, TOU9,PER9,
MIN 9, CHA 7, SPI 6.

Skills: fire combat 9, melee weap
ons 9, maneuver 8, stealth 8, scholar

spreadof the Aysle realm, the dwarves
decided tospend their remaining time
creating havoc in Core Earth, to aid
Uthorion and to make their deaths
glorious ones.

Theyfound the underground sewer
system that feeds into the Thames and
made a base within it. Over the last
few months, they have studied the
technology of this new reality, and
acquired a proficiency with pistols.
Their plan is to build a mechanical
dragon with which to terrorize !hecily
of London. Being a machine, it will be
able to exist within Core Earth's axi
oms, and its similarity to a real dragon
will convince people that the area is
flipping over to Aysle axioms. The
"dragon" is almost completed.

To find the dwarves. the Storm
Knights will have to search the sewer
system. The Knights' best opportu
nity is to enter the pipes where they
empty into the Thames, nearthedocks
where the dwarves have been spotted..
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map, the place where the treasure is
SUppo6edly located, moves slightly
across the parclunentas anyone carry
ing the map comes dose to the actual
location. The movement of the "'X..
across the map occurs at an impercep
tible rate. When treasure seekers real
ize that they are off track, they assume
that they made a mistake and correct
forit. Thespoton the map then corrects
for their correction, and soon the
treaswe hunters once again assume
they havemadea mistakesomewhere.
The idea is to keep the Core Earth
humans wandering through Aysle as
long as possible so that their possibil
ity energy can be drained.

Here is the impressed spell the Map
Seller uses on his maps:

Altered Parclunent
Axiom Level: 17
Skill: Alteratio"/irlllnimQtt forcts: 20
Backlash: 20
Difficultr- 16
Effect Value: 15
Bonus Number to: duration

Range: touch
Dun-tion: 34 (six months)
Cast Time: 25 (one day)
Manipulation: state, duration

So far the MapSeller has only lured
a few hundred people into the realm
of Aysle. However, just as the Storm
Knights become involved in the situ
ation, an event occurs that will send
many more people out of the city in
search of gold: the Map Seller has ar
ranged for a group of treasure seekers
from London to actually find a fortune
and return with it to London.

When the Storm Knights arrive in
London (or, if they are already in
London, announce their intention to
track down the Map Seller), the
newspapersarefilled withastounding
news. A group of unemployed coal
miners found the lair of some trolls,
killed the beasts, and have brought
back a treasure chest full of gold, dia
monds, silver bracelets and other
riches. When asked how they found
the troll lair, they reply that an old
man sold them a map. Now hundreds
of thousands of people in London are
seized with treasure-fever and want
maps from the Map Seller. People be
gin sellingeverything they own to buy
a treasure map and supplies for an
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expedition. The government an
nounces repeatedly that the whole
thing may be an elaborate scam, but
the coal miners and their jewels areall
the people can see.

IfaStorm Knightexamines themap,
she may generate a divinJltion mQgic
total (she may add her arCQne knowl
edge: inJlnimQte force if she has it) If the
total is 16 or more, she has found
something. The Knight gets the infor
mation listed beside her level of suc
cess, as well as that of the levels below
(i.e., on an Average result, the Knight
gets the Average and the Mi"imal in
formation.

Minimal: The map is magical
Avenge: 1be "X.. which marks the

spot where the treasure is buried will
move as the bearer of the map draws
closer to the location

Good: The magic properties arise
from an impressed spell applied to the
maps.

Superior: If the caster is defeated,
the map,and any other likeit, will tum
to a blank piece of parchment

If none of the Knights are familiar
in the ways of magic, they will have to
find a mage in London or inAyslewho
can help them.

To stop the madness, the Knights
have to find and defeat the MapSeller.
BecauseofhisuncannystTtdtDistsense,
the Map Seller knows when he is be
ing pursued. If the Storm Knights are
simply hunting the Map Seller down,
let them make a group find roll against
his scholar(streetwistHotaI.Theycould
also pose as desperate people wishing
to pwchase a treasure map. In that
case, the Map Seller will find them to
make a sale.

File #89:
The Fatal Tanks

The failure of the tanks is. in fact,
due to the actions of the Kanawa
Corporation. Here is what happened:

Nile Empire agents learned of the
Israeli purchase of the Soviet tanks.
To prevent the Israelis from getting
the tanks, Mobius contacted the
Nippon-Tech High Lord and asked
that Kanawa Corporation construct
duplicates of the Soviet tanks. The
Kanawa tanks are identical to the S0
viet tanks in all but one detail: the

ignition switch in the Kanawa tanks
was built using a late 20th century
electromagnet system. This has been
redesigned by Kanawa engineers to
be sma1l enough to fit inside a 19305
ignition switch., so drivers will have
no warning of its presence.

The shipping route of the Soviet
tanks took them from Volgograd,
where they were built, to Tabriz in
Iran and then on to Jordan. Kanawa
Corporation arranged for its tanks to
be in a warehouse at the Tabriz rail
yard at the same time the Soviet tanks
were being transferred to a freight
train, which would take them to Jor
dan. By bribing the yard workers,
Kanawa agents were able to get their
tanks loaded in place of the Soviet
machines. Kanawa's tanks, each
equipped with a small piece of late
2Othcentwytechnology,wereshipped
to Jordan, and the Soviet tanks were
shipped to the Nile Empire - where
they have been incorporated into one
of Dr. Mobius' lmperial Tank Forces.

ThesecondshipmentofSoviettanks
is scheduled to take the same route as
the first, and Kanawa agents are once
again lying in wait. The trip from
Volgograd to Jordan will take fow
days, with two of them spent on the
train between Tabriz and Jordan. The
Storm Knights begin the adventure
one day before the freighter bearing
the tanks begins its crossing of the
Caspian.

If the Storm Knights examine the
tanks that Israeli forces already have
(the Kanawa tanks), they will find the
electromagnetic ignition switch with
a successful science or scholar (elec
tra"ic or mechanic) total of 15. If they
find the electromagnetic switch, they
can determine its realm of origin.

If theygo to the factory in Volgograd
and examine the tanks, they find that
the ignition switch installed on the
assembly line is circa-l939 material.

If the Knights investigate Tabriz,
they discover that Nagara Security, a
subsidiary of the Kanawa Corpora
tion, recently pwchased three large
warehouses at the city's freight yard.
The warehouses are guarded by two
security guards per Stonn Knight. If
the Knights can get into the ware
houses, they will discover 30 Kanawa
tanks contained therein, 10 per build
ing.
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Kanawa Guards: DEX 10,STR10,TOU
11, PER 9, MIN 8, CHA 9, SPI 9.

SkiIIs, reality 10, dodge 11, fire
combat 12, melee weapons 11, stealth
12, martial arts (ninjutsu) 13, trick 10,
taunt 10, intimidation 10.

Possibilities: 2.
Equipmenl: .44 S&W Magnum,

Tech 22, damage value 17, ammo 6,
range 3-10/15/40; dagger, Tech 7,
damage value STR+3/13.

File #91:
The Stolen Brain
The Storm Knights can quicldy lo

cate Alihnta at the Houston Memorial
Hospital, where she is employed as a
surgeon. She is 27 years old, a beauti
ful woman of Egyptian descent. She is
desperate to get her father's brain back
and will do whatever is necessary to
accomplish this task.

A1ihn..B...h.., DEX9,STR8,TOU9,
PER 10, MIN 12, CHA 9, SPI9.

Skills: reality 10, beasl riding 10,
evidence analysis 12, find 12, first aid
12, medicine 15, science 14.

Possibilities: 8.
Inclination: Good.
Equipment: portable survey kit.

Theunitshebuilttokeepherfather's
bodyalivewasconstrocted under.Core
Earth axioms. Because her father is
not truly alive, bul inslead in a cryo
genic unit, the Everlaw of One did not
try to reconcile his being in a Core
Earth box while in the Nile.1his is an
importantdetail because it is Alihnta's
belief that her father's body must: be
brought into the Nile Empire and the
brain retransplanted from the giant
compuler into the body. AJihnta will
insisl on coming along on thetrip,and
can beusefulboth in keeping the cryo
genic unit running and in performing
the actual surgery, if none of the
Knights have the relevant skill.

Gamemasler Section

The computer is used by Nataliri to
cross-reference all of the information
her spies bring heraboul the activities
of the other Overgovemors. U the
computer is destroyed, her strangle
hold on power will be significantly
dimirushed.

The giant compuler containing the
brain is localed 800 kilometers south
wesl of Cairo in a small fortress in the
Ubyan Desert.TheSlormKnightswill
firsl have 10cross the desert. A power
source equal to a car's engine will be
needed to keep the body frozen while
making this journey.

Once at the fortress, they will have
to take on its defenders. There are 30
shocktroopers - len on the keep's
parapets, len in the barTacksand lenin
the courtyard. Once shots ring oul, all
the shocktroops will be alerted.

The computer chamber is occupied
by three mummies and Professor
Zotak. Zotak is in charge of making
sure Ihe computer runs properly.
When the Storm Knights make it into
the keep, he will put his hand over a
buttonand shout, "I'Udeslroythebrain
if you take one more step!" (Actually,
if the button is pushed, a largesheet of
data will be prinled.)

ProfessorZotalc DEX7,STR8,TOU7,
PER II, MIN 12, CHA 12,SPI9.

Skill., reality 10, fire combat 8,
evidence analysis 12, persuasion 14,
scholar (computers) 14, weird science
15, taunt 13, intimidate 10.

Possibilities: 8.
Inclination.: Evil
Equipment: .45ColtAulo,Tech20,

damage value 16, ammo 7, range 30
10/15/40.
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Imperial Shocktroopers: See World
Book, page 49.

Mummy: See World Book, page 49.

Thecomputer is four metersbyeight
meters by seven meters. The brain is
inside a glass bell jar resting on a ped
estal in front of the computer, with
thick electrical cables leading from the
pedestal to the machine. A suCcessful
Dexterity roll against a difficulty num·
berof 14will be needed to get the brain
out of the case safely.

The brain must be returned to the
body within four minutes of its re
moval from the case or it will die. Use
the dramatic skill resolution system,
but modify the system in the follow
ing way:

A card is flipped for the skill res0
lution for every 10 seconds of game
time, as usual. However, only every
third card has an effect on the out·
come of the action. In this way the
characters can attempt actions (such
as brain surgery) that should take
longer than eight rounds, but the time
scale for combat isn't thrown off.

There are four steps involved in the
operation. The difficulty number for
each is 16:

A: Thawing the body out of its
cryogenic freeze. The systems must be
carefully monitored to ensure that the
machine does not disconnect from its
reality.

8: Making the initial incision into
the skull, staunching as much of the
bleeding as possible.

C: Transplanting the brain into the
skull cavity, reattaching nerve end·
ings.

D: Reattaching blood supply, mak
ing a final check on neural connec
tions, and closing the skull.
Anwar 8ershta: DEX 8, STR 8, TOU 8,
PER 12, MIN 12, CHA 9, SPI 9.

Skills: reality 10, evidence analysis
13, find 14, scholar(physics) 15, science
14, medicine 14, willpower 14.

Possibilities: 8.
Inclination: Good.

File #97:
Diamond Mine

The Imperial shocktrooper unit
searching for the mine in the mounta.ins
south of Khartoum consists of30 men.
The Stann Knights could ambush and
kill the soldiers, but this will only
prompt Wu Han to send out more.
Unless the Stann Knights plan to kill
every soldier that the Overgovemor
dispatches, this method will not work,
and a more subtle one will need to be
found.

Because this adventure does not
depend ona straightforward shootout,
there is no way to anticipate every
plan the players might come up with.
For this reason we have only outlined
one solution below. Remember,
though that the players' plan might be
just as effective, if not more so.

A possible solution forthesituation
would be to lure the shocktroopers to
a different mine and convince them
that this is the one they've been seek·
ing. If the Stann Knights have found
the Simpsons already, the family can
provide them with a few small dia
monds that could be used to "dust" a
mine. The Knights might also want to
leave some recently-used mining
equipment at the site to add to the
illusion. They could then lead the
shocktroopers to the mine, put up a
token resistance to them, and then
retreat, allowing the shocktroopers to
feel they have attained their objective.

When the Pharaoh's miners are
unable to find any great diamond de
posits in the mine, they will probably
conclude that the area was "played
out" and abandon it, leaving the
Simpsons to continue their operation
in safety.

The Simpson mine is run by Rich·
ard, Linda and Susie (an 18 year-old
beauty) and eight miners. All have
attributes of 8 and one skill point in
beast riding, fire weapons, scholar
(mining), and survival. Thediamonds
are moved from the Simpson mine
once a month by truck to Khartoum.

Once the Stann Knights have met
upwith theSimpsons and have gained
their trust, acomplicationcan beadded
ifSusie, who goesout horseback riding
every moming, is captured by the

shocktroopers. The Stann Knights
would have to find and rescue her
before the soldiers were able to get the
location of the mine from her.

Imperial Shocktroopers: See World
Book, page 49.

Equipment: The group carries one
Browning .50 cal, Tech 21, damage
value 25, ammo 11, range 3-250/lk/
2k. Each trooper is armed with a
schmeisser (damage value 17).

The unit has two jeeps and one
truck with the follOWing statistics:

Jeep: Tech 21, speed value SO/50/12,
passengers 4, toughness 15.

Truck: Tech 21, speed value 70/
45/12, passengers 15, toughness 16.

File #103:
City of Slaves

Hantarsm is under the control of
the evil Wu Han, who has built a Mind
Control Radio Transmitter. Hanneeds
more gold to finance his operations
and has decided to use the transmitter
to obtain slave labor for his mines.
Once the mine has gone dry, he plans
on moving the transmitter to another
city and "encouraging" its residents to
serve him.

When the Stann Knights arrive in
Hantarsm, they immediately notice
that everyone is walking around in a
daze. There is a constant stream of
people moving to and from the mine,
which is located in the mountains near
the city. The Stonn Knights can easily
follow the inhabitantsof the city to the
site. The people of the city do not
speak to each other, but will respond
to questions asked by the Storm
Knights. Theyall speak in monotones,
and onlyseemconcemed about getting
to work or getting home to rest so they
will be ready to work again later on.
Thus if the Stann Knights ask, "How
are you today?", one of the people
who is mind controlled might reply,
"By Allah, that I might work in the
mine today fills me with sweet joy."
When not working in the mine or
resting, some of the city's inhabitants
perfonn tasks needed to keep the city
operating - store clerks still sell food
to people, the power company still
supplies electricity, and so on.

...·...·""'44.,.....--------------------..,.
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530 AM is an all-news station which
reports no real news.

TIle hypnosis radio waves are be
ing transmitted from the station, lo
cated at the top of Hantarsm's tallest
building, HalicamassusTower. There
are no guards - it is simply a radio
station run bya brainwashed staffwho
know nothing of the hypnosis device.
If thecharacters investigate the station,
they will find the "weird science"
~ansmitterbuilt into the control panel
m oneof the sound studios. It has been
booby- trapped and a science or scholar
(demolitions) total of 12 is required to
deactivate the bomb. If the bomb is
biggered, it explodes with a damage
valueof24. Theexplosiveburstradius
;so-S/1S/4().
. There are 18 shocktroopers hiding
m Hantarsm'ssewerstation.1heyhave
been ordered to remain out of sight
~d leave .people passing through the
cly~~nem order to to avoid arousing
susplcon. If the Storm Knights are in
the city for more than three days, then
the shocktroopers will hunt them
down and try to kill them. If transmis
sion from the radio station is cut off,
they will surround the building. The
shocktroops all wear small sound fil
tration devices in their ears which pre
vent them from falling victim to the
hypnosis device. The ear plugs can be
used by theStorm Knights, if they can
obtain a set.

Hypnosis Radio Transensor
Ted" 28
Skill: Hypnotism
Housing: TOU 10
System Value: 25
Compensated Value: 15
Possibilities: 15
The hypnosis radio transensor can

detect the receiving sets which are on,
and beam the hypnosis skill to a few
receiving sets (40 to be precise) at a
time. Thoselistening to a setaresubject
to hypnosis, but hypnosis value is re
duced to 17 as it is spread across 40
sets. The gizmo has four suggestions
which it broadcasts;each success level
~tained allows one suggestion to be
unplanted in the victim.

1) When the trance is about to wear
off, immediately tune in to 530 AM,
Hantarsm's only all-news station.

2) Work in the mines.
3) Tell others what a great station

530 AM is.
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4) Enjoy working in the mines; its
fun and a patriotic duly.

There are radios near the mine en
trances as well, to keep the workers in
a hypnotic trance.

The Storm Knights will have to
spend some time wandering around
theoty looking for dues as to how the
peoplearebeingcontrolled. Every four
hours of their first day, have them
generatea Ptreq1tion total If the result
is an 18 or above on the first day, a 16
or above on the second, a 14 on the
third, etc., the Knights notice towns
people transfixed to a radio. The sta
tion isbroadcastingbanallocal "news",
with up to the minute reports on
weather, traffic, sports - the latter
two of which are Virtually non-exis
tent in Hantarsm. If they check other
radios in thealy, they discover thatall
of them are set to the samestation,530.

File #104:
The Blood Cult

Theinitial report on thissituation is
accurate. The kidnappings are being
committed by an ancient blood. cult
from Mobius' home cosm of Terra.
Since the cultists are now in a new
cosmo they are anxious to see how
powerful a demon they can summon
to do their bidding.

The cult is made up of 30 acolytes,
andthey performa sacrificeanevening
in an effort to "gate" in a demon. The
cultists often kidnap several people at
a time, so they do not need. to gather
more victims each evening. The de
mon-worshippers wear blood-hued,
~ood.ed robes when seeking out vic
timS or performing sacrifices.

The Blood. Cult's base is located
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beneath the 14th precinct police sta
tion, and isentered through a manhole
in an alleyway two blocks from the
station house. Thecultis presided over
by Tal Achmedi, who is also the Chief
Inspector in charge of the 14th pre
cinct. The investigation into the
kidnappings has so fa, been unsuc
cessful because he has secretly de
stroyed evidence and prevented de
tectives from following pertinent leads.
Chief InspectorTal Adunedi: DEX 9,
STR 9, TOU 9, PER 10, MIN 9, CHA 9,
SPill.

Skills: reality 12, fire combat 11,
stealth 11, climbing 10, conjuration
magic 12, faith 13, focus 13.

Possibilities: 2 per Storm Knight.
Equipment: .45 Colt Auto, Tech 20,

damage value 16, ammo 7, range 3
10/15/40.
Blood Cult Member: DEX 10, STR 9,
TOU9, PER 9, MIN 10,CHA8,5PIII.

Skills: reality 12, fire combat 11,
stealth 12, unarmed combat 11, ma
neuver 12, climbing 10, languages 15,
conjuration magic 14, faith 14.

Possibilities.: 1.
Equipment: .38 Revolver, Tech 20,

damage value 14, ammo 6, range 3
10/25/50.

Spells: The cultists make use of the
atrtulimnuioru1.l gate spell to try and
bring in a demon. See Rulebook,page
117.

The cultists zealously guard the
Book of Blood Sun, a magic artifact
which isused in rituals. A reader must
chant through the difficult language
ofthebookfor atleastanhour (language
difficulty of 13). Then, as long as the
reader keeps chanting. those who lis
ten throughout the entire ritual are
given the arcane knowledge of true
knowledge 8. As soon as the chanter
stops, the true knowledge is lost.

The cult has already called in what
it believes to be a "demon." In truth,
what they have brought tothis cosm is
a Terran Martian, minus its "chame
leon bell" or any of its other equip
ment. It is therefore in itsnatural fonn,
that of a spider-like creature with
bulbous eyes. (See The Nile Empire
Sou_, page 108.)

Because Terran Martians always
travel in pairs, being isolated has
caused the creature a great deal of
emotional distress, and the cultists

have had to keep it chained. The Mar
tian will lash out at anyone who comes
near it, even if that person is trying to
free it. It has not attempted tocommu
nicate with its captors,and it refuses to
eat. The cultists have judged it to be
evil based upon its appearance, and
do not understand why their demon
lord is displeased with them. It wants
nothing more than to return to Terra
and other members of its species.
Ternn Martian: DEX 9, STR 11, TOU
12 PER IS, MIN 14, CHA 8, SPI4.

Skills: reality 10, dodge 10, energy
weapons 11, stealth 11, unarmed.
combat 12, find 16, land vehicles 16,
space vehicles 17, trick 17, science 17,
test 15, charm 10, persuasion 10, taunt
(14), intimidation (14).

Possibilities: 2 per Storm Knight.
Inclination: Unknown.
Natural Tools: pincers, damage

value STR+4/ 15.
There are always two guards in the

cult complex, and on evenings when a
sacrifice does not have to be procured,
all 30 cultists can be found there from
midnighttodawn. Ita victimisneed.ed,
10 memberswillbechosen to find one,
while the rest remain behind.

File #105:
The Tomb of
Natramititi

Natramititi was a powerful king of
Terra, Mobius' home c.osm, in ancient
times. As was the tradition on his
world, he was buried in a great tomb
upon his death. But shortly after he
was interred, his tomb mysteriously
vanished.

The explanation for this phenom
enon rested with the ;ewel-enousted
crown buried with Natramititi. Oneol
its gems was an eternity shard with
the power of teleportation, and it
spontaneously activated, sending
mummy and tomb into another di
mension.

When Mobius spread Terra's real
ity across the Earth, the tomb was
called back. Natramititi, now a mind
less mummy, wanders the desert at
night looking for the the world he
knew. Although the Nile Empire is
similar to Terra, Natramititi knows it
is not his domain.

The Storm Knights will have to
search the Sahara to find the mum
mified king and his tomb. On the jour
ney, they will have to contend with the
harsh environment of the desert (see
su.rvival in the Torg Rulebook, page 57),
shocktroopers, and nomadic tribes.

"The shocktroopers have been sent
byWu Han tofind the tomb. Thereare
three groups, fifteen shoclctroopers in
each group, each group travelling the
desert in a truck and a jeep.
Imperial Shocktrooper: See World
Book, page 49.

Equipment: Vickers (mounted on
jeep),Tech 20, damagevalue23, ammo
20, range 3-100, SOO, lk; M-l Garand,
damage value 20; jeep, Tech 21, speed
value 80/50/12, passengers 4, tough
ness 15; truck, Tech 20, speed value
55/35/11, passengers 15, toughness
16.
Nomadic Tribesman: DEX 8, STR 9,
TOU 10, PER 8, MIN 8, CHA 8,5PI9.

Skil.ls: reality 10, beast riding 9, fire
combat9, meIee weapons 9, survival
13.

Possibilities: 9.
Equipment: tw~handed swords,

Tech 10, damage value SfR+7/16;
Sharps 1855, Tech 19, damage value
18, ammo 7, range 3-40/250/600;
camel, speed value 10.

Inclination: Varies.
Nomadic tribes usually consist of

20 to 60 men, woman and children.
Friendly tribes will share information
with the Storm Knights about where
the mummy was seen last and will
trade food and water with for inter
esting trinkets and weapons. Un
friendly tribes will try to rob and kill
theStorm Knights for their goods. Bad
nomad tribes will try to kill the Storm
Knights and take their possessions.

TheStorm Knights can come across
the tomb in one of two ways: they can
encounter Natrarnititi and follow him
back to his tomb at daybreak, or they
couldsimplystumbleacross iton their
travels. If they meet up with
Natramititi in the middle of the night
and slay him, they have lost a valuable
lead and will have to find the tomb on
their own.
Natnmititi: DEX 8, STR 16, TQU 22
00 against fire), PER 5, MIN 7, CHA 5,
5P115.

Skills: reality 16, intimidate 20,
unarmed combat 13, fear 14, taunt OS),•._.:-::------------------....,..
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1. Entrance to tomb
2. Corridor
3. Chambers for goods storage
4. Burial chamber with throne and crown
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lest OS).
Fearis a power described in the 1M

Nile Empire Sourcebook, page70. Fear is
used agoinst tIM>Spirit oftIM> ta<get. Any
effect less than spectaculDr lasts for a
numberof rounds equal to the success
leve. Good success stymies target, 5U

ptrior givesa -5 to to all totals of target,
and spectacular result kills, as
Natramititi is evil.

Inclination: Evil.
Possibilities.: 4 per Storm Knight.
The tomb can be found with a find

total of 21 or above. Let the group
make the roll once a day. Help from
nomad tribes and mummy tracks will
lower the difficulty number substan
tially.

The mummy stands 2.5 meters tall
and is wrapped in bandages covered
with dirt and dried blood. He is aware
only on the primal level and will not
respond to questions put forth by the
Storm Knights. He will attack if the
Knights attack him, try to halt his
wanderings, enter his tombor take the
crown. If the crown is stolen,
Natramititi will follow the thieves.
Because he is not very fast, the Storm
Knights will beable to maintaina good
distance between their pursuer and
themselves, and might not even real
izeheisafterthem. UtheStormKnights
retain possession of the crown,
Natramititi might appear in the middle
ofanother adventure to tryand reclaim
what is his.

The eternity shard, a gem in
Natramititi's crown, is located in the
burial chamber of the tomb.

Natramititi '5 Crown
Cosm: Nile Empire
Possibilities: 21
Tapping Difficulty: 18
Purpose: To protect the owner of

the crown from danger.
Power.Teleportation;often used to

remove the wearer from a hazardous
situation. Teleportation has a range of
100kilometers (value 25)and takes the
user to a placeof refuge, defined as the
safest place within range. The crown
can only teleport once before it must
be recharged, but is automatically re
charges every time the planet Horus
naturally configures with the magic in
thecrown, which happens every seven
days.

Group Power. Shift Possibility

1\

File #114: Missing
CGAMembers

All five of the missing Common
Ground Association members were
assigned to travel with different tribes
- ones the CGA believed to be
friendly. But each actually remained
loyal toBaruk Kaah,and used thenon
Jakatt humans as a means of gaining
information about Core Earth.

When the tribes realized the the
CGA members had discerned their
true purpose, they dropped all pre
tense, took the "dead ones" prisoner
and began torturing them.

Eileen Morris is in charge of as
signing human observers to Jakatt
tribes. Sheknows that fiveof her people
have disappeared without a trace.
When questioned by CGA teams, the
tribes insist that the humans had been
escorted to the Core Earth border and
were safe when last seen. Although
Morris suspects foul play on the part
of the Jakatts, she fears revealing her
suspicions because it might destroy
the progress made in changing the
image Core Earth Americans have of
Jakatts and edemos.
Eileen Morris: DEX 8, STR 8, TOU 8,
PER 10, MIN 11, CHA 10, SPill.

Skills: find 11, evidence analysis
11, scholar (anthropology) 13, will
power 12, charm 12, persuasion 13,
faith (Unitarian) 13.

Morris' office is in CGA Headquar
ters in Houston. She has a safe in her
office that contains files on the missing
membersand tribes to which the were
assi ned. e sa e as a oc pickin

I ICU of 13, and tau hness of 20.
e mlssmg members had

been with the Venktok, Upursta, Borl,
Aatal, and Spendat tribes, respec
tively. No one is currently assigned to
any of those tribes. If questioned,
Monisstartsashostilt and tries toavoid
giving away any information. Re
member that Morris doesn't know
what happened - she only has sus
picions.

The files give the general areas that
the tribes Iravel in (gamemaster's dis
cretion), and with this information,
the Storm Knights can begin an inves
tigation. Each of the tribes contains 30
edeinos, five stalengers, and three

benthes (see page 23 of the Worldbook.)
If they can spy on theedeinos without
beingspotted, they will eventuallysee
the tribal gotaks make contact with
representatives of Baruk Kaah. This
shouldconfirm that theCGA members
ended up with Living Land denizens
who were far more dangerous than
was originally suspected.

How the Core Earth press treats
thisstory depends largelyon theStorm
Knights.lllheKnightsrescuelheCGA
members and reveal the truth about
the events leading up to their captiv
ity, they could severely damage the
credibility of the Common Ground
movement. Ifthey rescue the hostages
and do not reveal the truth, the CGA
members will be painted as heroes
who infiltrated enemycamps to gather
information.

File #118:
Congressional

Problems
The crawlspace beneath floor of the

Houston meeting place of the U.s.
House of Representatives (Crockett
Hall) is infested with benthe. They
werecanied in by humanJakatts loyal
to thecauseofBaruk Kaah,and hidden
in the flooring. When the day's ses
sions begin, their powersstart toaffect
the congressmen and women. If they
sense from the representatives that an
important event is about to occur (for
example, a bill that everyone knows
will help the war effort is about to be
passed), they will wildly manipulate
theemotions of the legislators to delay
passage.

The Storm Knights might spend
some time researching the problem in
different places before checking the
House of Representatives for benthe.
But their efforts will prove to be futile
until they check the floor of the
building l!sell.

When they finally do begin to pry
up the boards, the benthe will sense
this and attempt to get the Storm
Knights to leaveor to attack eachother.
Benthe: DEX 7, STR7,TOU 12, PER 17,
MIN 14,CHA 11,SPl11.

Skill$: reality 13, beast riding 10,
stealth 9, evidence analysis 19, find 18,

_..--=---------------....,.,
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1. Main entrance
2. Morris' office
3. Wall safe
4. PR office

5. Lounge
6. Conference room
7. Monitor room
8. Records room
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tracking 15, trick 19, survival 15, test
16, willpower 17, focus 12, faith (Keta
Kalles) 13.

Natunl Tools: pheromone ma
nipulation (see The Living Land
Sourcebook, page 80-81). Benthegener
ates Perception total against target's
Perception. Good success stops target,
who revels inemotion; superiorsuccess
makes target act on emotion, as long
as the action is not completely foreign
to the target's personality; spectacular
success makes target act on the emo
tion regardless of will or force of per
sonality. Breaking free of emotional
control requires target and Benthe to
generate Spirit totals; high total wins.

Possibilitin: Group total of 6 per
Storm Knight, divided among the
benthe.

There are a dozen benthe in the
crawlspace.

The Storm Knights cannot blow up
the chamber, and must try to keep
damage toa minimurn in the building.
Remember that the Knights are firing
blind and that the floor offerssoft cover

(TOU+3 /15) to the benthe.
The crawlspace under the floor is a

half-meter high. It is dark and dirty
and if any Storm Knight attempts to
enter it, the benthes will try to fill him
with fear.

File #120:
Vivrelectronique

In Quebec'
Rodan and Christopher were

Vivrelectronique employees who be
came terrified by the policies of the
Cybeq>apacy. They forged an alliance
to escape from France and contacted
the Underground for help. It was their
plan to bring the technology used to
tap into the GodNet to Core Earth,
hoping that it could be used to con
struct a computer net with which to
battle the High Lords. They chose
Quebecas their destination becauseof
the shared language.

The Inquisition, however, found out

about their efforts. Rather than at
tempting to stop the heretics, the
Council of 8ishopsdecided toencow
age their escape. Their rationale was,
since Canada had refused the
Cyberpapacy's overtures, let the
GodNet be smuggled in on the backs
of heretics. Pope Jean Malraux has
plans to expand theGodNetand even
tually use it to take over computers in
Core Earth and other realms - if net
technology were already in place in
Canada, it would make his goal that
muc.h easier to attain.

To help the plan along.. the Inquisi
tion put Marie D'Arveud, a loyal
member of the Cyberpapacy, in con
tact with Rodan and Christopher. She
claimed that shewanted to escapealso,
and earned their trust by saving them
from a Cyberpriest "ambush." Infact,
her assignment was to accompany the
heretics to Quebec and see to it that
any net technology passed to Cana
dian authorities would contain ele
ments which would aid in theeventual
expansion of the GodNet. Since she

~...-----------------_..
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would be the primary technical advi
sor on the project, this would not be
difficult for her to accomplish.

Of course, such a plan would only
work if Rodan and Christopher were
removed from the net technology de
sign teamand thus rendered incapable
of spotting D'Arveud's additions to
the blueprints.Soafter the trio reached
Quebec, Rodanand Christopherwere
assassinated by Cyberknights. Not
only did this put D'Arveud in charge
of the project, but it greatly reinforced
her credibility.

The reason thatQuebec's polygraph
tests have failed to pick up on
D'Arveud's deceit is that she has had
special cyberware put in her txxiy that
controls the rate of some of her physi
ological functions. No matter what her
emotionalstate, shecan keep herblood
pressure and rate of breathing at a
certain level. This equipment does not
function during or immediately after
strenuous physical activity, butcan be
used during relatively passive activi
ties such as lie detector tests.

This ad venture consists of two
parts. The first concerns the Storm
Knights trying to detennine whether
or not D'Arveud is telling the truth.
This means checking the veracity of
her claims with methods other than
those her cyberware have been spe
cifically designed to counter. This can
be accomplished by magic, use of the
pu5WlSKm skill, or by breaking in to a
government research center and mak
ing a closer examination of the
equipment she is constructing.

If the Storm Knights wish to get
Marie D'Arveud to confess her plot
through a pu5Ullsion roll, keep in mind
that she was picked for her jobbecause
she is fanatically devoted to the
Cyberpope. Because of this, she is
hostile to every person who is not a
Cybe:rpapist (although she hides this
fact very weD). In order to raise her
attitude, a Storm Knight must con
vince her that he believes in the
Cyberpapacy. Only in this way will
sheeventuaUycome to trust the Knight
enough to confide any information.
Muie D'Arveud: DEX 8, STR 8, TOU
8, PER 11, MIN 11, CHA 9, SPill.

Skills: reality 12, unarmed combat
10, scholar (computers) 14, test of will
13, persuasion 11, faith (Cyberpapacy)
13.

Possibilities: 10.
Equipment: slicers, damage value

STR+2/l0; metabolic regulator,
MIN+3, neuracal (connects slicers
only).

Cyber Value: 3.
Description: Marie D'Arveud is a

petite brunette. Her fiery loyalty to the
Cyberpapacy is hidden by her charm
ing appearance and good·natured
smile. Although there is often a dark
ness in her eyes and she can appear
quite edgy, most Core Earth people
attribute this to her supposedly hor
rible experiences in the Cyberpapacy.
D'Arveudisquietand withdrawn,and
usually immersed in the problems
involved in bringing net technology
to Core Earth. This distant, distracted
quality tends to attract the men around
her - but she has no interest in any
man who is not a part of Malraux's
church.

D'Arveud is currently guarded by
four Canadian Secret Service agents.
She spends most of her time at her
apartmentorat the UniversityofQue
bee, where she teaches classes in com
puter programming.
Canadian Secret Service agent: DEX
10, STR 10, TOU 11, PER 10, MIN 8,
CHA 9,SPI8.

Skills: fire combat 12, unarmed
combat 12. evidence analysis 11.
tracking 11, trick: 11, test 10, persua·
sion 10, taunt 11, intimidation 10.

Equipment: 9mm Beretta, Tech 22,
damage value 15, ammo 9, range 3
10/25/40.

File #123:
The Ghost Ship

The Merry Ti~ was a pirate ship
that sailed the seas 200 years ago. It
sank to the bottom with no survivors
off the coast of Java, after coming un
der the guns of an English warship.

TheMerry Time and itsghastly crew
remained undisturbed in their watery
grave until the reality of Orrorsh
spread over Indonesia. The restless
spirits of the crew began to walk and
were discovered by Thratchen, who
had the ship raised as part of a plan to
draw new victims into his realm.

The pirate ghosts have spent the

last two centuries re-living their last
moments of We over and over again.
Thratchen has promised to release
them from their torment if each ghost
provides him with 100 souls for each
of the 200 years they were at the bot
tom. There are 18 spectral crewmen,
which means 360,000 people must be
brought to Orrorsh for the pirates to
befree. While luring that many people
to Orrorsh will take a long time, the
ghosts agree that it will be far less time
than they would have spent bound to
this plane if Thratchen had not made
his offer.

Besides the "standard" ghostly
properties of the crew (listed below),
1'hratchen's magicians have imbued
the the MerryTi~with a spell to help
the ghosts with their task. Anyone
who spots the Merry Time is attacked
by the spell. U the attack is successful,
the victim's mind is filled with images
of horror and death - and the feeling
that only by following the ghost ship
can these images be removed.

The Curse of the Merry Tim~

Axiom Level: 17
Skill: conjuration/living force; 21

Backlash: 18
Difficulty: 13
Effect Value: 18 (variable)·
Bonus Number to: duration

Range: 15 (one kilometer>
Duration: 35 (nine months)
Cast Time: 31 (two weeks)
Manipulation: control, duration,
state
("The effect value of the curse is

linked to the ghosts on board the ship.
The greater the number of ghosts on
the ship, the more powerful the curse.
The increase in power is exponential
(the whole of the unearthly power is
much greater than thesumof its parts).
with each ghost adding one to the
effect value.)

When a victim first sees the Merry
Time, an effect total is generated fOT
the curse. U the total exceeds the vic
tims willpower, the victim willingly
follows the Merry Tim~ wherever it
goes for the duration of the effect. The
duration of the effect is a number of
days equal to the success level of the
spell, i.e. a good success has three days
duration. Of course, should a victim
shake off the spell before his vessel
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reaches Orrorsh, he need only look at
the MnTy Time again, even acciden·
tally, to be subject to another attack.

A person affected. by the curse is
aware of his actions and aware of the
situation but is obsessed with follow
ingthepiratevesse1.Therefore,aship's
crew sail with complete competence
and passengers eat their meals in the
dining haIIsas always. However, each
victim'swakingandsleepingmoments
is consumed. by the horrible visions
planted by the sight of the Mary Time
- visions that the victims believe can
only be dispelled by following the
Merry Time to its destination.

If opposed by beings unaffected by
the spell, victims try to explain the
mental torment they aresuffering and
beg that no one interfere with their
pursuitoftheghostship. Uthis methcxl
fails, the situation may well become
violent, as thespell drives its targets to
the brink of insanity.

The ghosts will lead the ship with
the cursed passengers into Orrorsh
and beach the Core Earth ship in shal
low water. The Mmy Time then sails
off in search of more victims. As soon
as the Merry Time moves out of range,
the curse wears off and the victims
discover that they are trapped in
Thratchen's dark realm.

The Merry Ti,"~Tech 15. speed value
40/25/10. passengers 220, toughness
30.

TheMerryTime isa floatingOnorsh
hardpoint, so anyone boarding the
vessel will be subject to the axioms of
the horror realm. Although it is still a
material construct, the magic used to
raise it from the bottom and restore it
served. to increase its toughness and
speed. In addition. should the pirate
ghosts complete their mission or
abandon the ship, it will immediately
sink.

Asan added defenseagainst attack..
Thratchen's wizards taught the pirate
ghosts a mD.ttritJliuldDnattritJliu spell.
which allows them to alter the state of
the vessel and themselves when nec
essary. When immaterial. theshipcan
pass through solid objects, its ethereal
cold inflicting damage value 8 on any
living being it touches.

The Pirale Ghosts: (immateri.a.l)DEX
3, STR I, TOU 11, PER 11, MIN 10,

CHA 9, SPI IS.
(malerial): DID: 9, STR 9, TOU 9,

PER 11, MIN 10, CHA 9, SPIIS.
Skill", reality 16, stealth 22, find 20,

alteration magic 14, tracking 13, per
suasion 11, bickll, taunt 11,intimida
tion23.

(When materialized, the pirates
have unarmed com""t at 10, mtlu
wtQpons at 12, and mD.PJeUwr at 10.)

Possibilities: Croup total of 6 per
Storm Knight, divided among the
ghosts.

Equipment (materi.a.lized only):
cutlass,Tech10,damagevalueSTR+7/
16.

Spells:
MalerializeIDematerialize
Axiom: 10
Skill: alteration/entity 17
Backlash: 16
Difficulty: 10
Effect Value: 14
Bonus Number 10: duration
Range: touch
Dwation: 18 (one hour)
Casl Time: 9 (one minute)
Manipulation.: state. control
Once cast, the entity may change

from malerial to immaterial at will;
the change is a simple action.

Description: In lheir immaterial
state, the ghosts have a greenish glow
about them. They are dressed in
sbiped shirts, rags, and baggy pants
and have Iheir cutlasses in scabbards
at their sides. Their "flesh" is bloated
and rotten and seaweed hangs from
their shoulders.

The ghosts cannot be harmed by
physicalattack (unless theattack form
is magical) while immaterial, but can
be injured. or destroyed when mate
rial.

The Storm Knights might also try
talking with the ghosts. The pirates
are thinking beings that have made a
deal with Thratchen to end their eter
nal torment. However, lhe reason thai
the ghosts were trapped in lheir hell
ish cycle to begin with is because they
were afraid olbeing judged. for their
crimes by the Powers-lNt-Be. If the
ghosts would allow themselves to face
lhe punishment for their sins, they
would be able to leave the physical
plane and pass on to the next level.

Since the ghosts were Europeans

and have a Christian background. il
mightbe possible to get them10repent
for their crimes. The ghosts start out
hostile to theStorm Knights, and a~
result will be required 10, the Knighrs
persuasion attempt to be successful.

If only some 01 the ghosts agree to
repent, then they will vanish and the
remaining ghosts will stay to continue
their tas1c.. 1f the entire crew agrees.
then they will all disappear and the
ship will sink beneath the waves.

File #127:
The Reality Scam
REAL·PEP was cooked. up in the

research and development wing of
Kanawa Corp. after extensive studies
of the American lifestyle. The Nippon
sociologists discovered Ihat mosl
Americans like their solutions simple
and easy toswallow. A REAL·PEPpill
is no more than an aspirin laced. with
some peculiar chemicals. These
chemicals are only Tech Level 23 and
can function in the Core Earth envi
ronment.

The first part of this adventurecon
cerns the Knights' investigation of the
matter. UtheSiorm Knightsexaminea
REAL-PEP pill and generate a science
or scholllr (chemistry) lotal of 15, they
willieam the following, dependingon
the amount of result points:

Minimal or Average: The pill con
tains the basic elements of aspirin,
along with certain unidentifiable
chemicals.

Good: Besides the aspirin, there are
three additional chemicals. One of the
two activates certain pleasure centers
in the brain, giving the user a slight
"high."

Superior: The other two chenticals
are designed to create an addiction 10
the first. The presence of both is 10
ensure thai any user, no matter what
their genetic make-up, will become
addicted..

Spectacular. After breaking down
all the chemicals, it is clear that this
pill although a very clever means of
making money, can do absolutely
nothing to prolect the user from an
axiom wash.

U the Storm Knights visit the FDA
office in Houston and are able to get
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alone is because the machine acciden
tally damaged a portion of his brain.
He has little desire to eat because he
always believes himself to be full. Be
cause the machine knows that Nyland
must eat to continue functioning, it
continually stimulates his hungercen
ters. This leads to a great deal of con
fusion for Nyland, who keeps eating
and then feeling he's gorged himself.
The results· are sometimes ... unat
tractive.
Dave Nyland: DEX 8, STR 8, TOU 8,
PER 12, MIN 12, CHA 10, SPI 8.

Skills:unannedcombat9,evidence
analysis 14, find 14, scholar (chemis·
try) IS, science 13, persuasion 12, in
timidation 10.

Description: Dave Nyland is a
middle-aged bweaucrat with graying
hair. He is unmarried, with few close
friends, so there is no one dose to him
to notice a major change in his behav
ior. While the Hitawana is implanted
in his brain, he will be hostile to the
Storm Knights.

To get REAlrPEP off the shelves
(and thus cut into Kanawa's multi
million dollar business), the Storm

Nyland is actually no longer him
self. Althoughhisbodyreturnedfrom
the trip to Japan in one piece, the
Kanawa folks kidnapped him during
his stay and implanted a mechanical
"present" in his brain. Nyland is cur
rently carryinga Hitawana 7000inside
his cranium. The device is a small AI
unit of limited ability, and resembles a
small, mechanical octopus. Rather
than having its own personality, it
forms a symbiotic relationship with its
carrier. If the Storm Knights ever get a
chance to examine Nyland, they'll see
a thin scar at the base of his neck. The
device will also show up on an X-ray.

EachHitawana7000isprogrammed
for a particular carrier and cannot be
used by any other person. The
machine'scentral body isa sphere two
centimeters across, with five thin ten
tacles which electrically trigger cer
tain portions of the brain. In emergen
cies, the machine can trigger the se
cretion of adrenaline, making its host
stronger and more resistant to pain
than he normally would be (STR+2
and TOU+2).

The reason Nyland has been eating

access to the recordson REAL-PEP, an
evidence analysis total of 12 will tell
them the following:

Minimal or Average: The Storm
Knights discover that within the FDA
the decision on REAL-PEP was con
sidered questionable, but since there
have been no problems with the pnxl
uct, its approval has not been recon
sidered.

Good: The names of three FDA of
ficials appear most frequently in the
report: Dave Nyland, Eileen Reedy,
William Gitelman.

Superior: The report lists the ingre
dients of the pill and identifies them
as "commonand safe." Theronclusion
of the report is that since the nature of
reality is still unknown, there is no
way to prove that the productdoes not
work. There is also a study made by
Chemcorp listing 545 trials where
people entered the Living Land after
taking a REAL-PEP pill and were un
affected by the switch in reality.

If the Storm Knights examined the
pills, they know that the FDA's con
clusions are incorrect.

Spectacular: Nyland met with
Chemcorp officials in Japan shortly
after the Possibility Wars began.

Reedy and Gitelman, two of the
FDA employees who signed their
names to the REAL-PEP approval, are
typical bureaucrats and have no sus
picion of any wrongdoing on the part
of their bureau. Both have an 8 in
every Attribute and a 10 in scholar
(chemistry), and both start out neutral
to the Storm Knights. Both of them
know and like Nyland, but will men
tion that he has seemed very with
drawn lately, and has even stopped
eating lunch in the cafeteria.
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Langston StudiOll- Second Floor

Key
1. Stairs
2. Casting director's office
3. Screening room
4. Wall safe
5. Producer's office
6. Wardrobe
7. Sound room
8. Enclosed camera chamber

<for production of silents)
9. Desert set

10. Saloon set
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Knights have to eithergeta newstudy
of REAL·PEP to Reedy and Gitelman
and ptTSlJJlde them to reconsider the
original verdict, or show that Nyland
has been controlled by Kanawa. This
can be most easily done by getting the
AI unit out of Nyland's brain, which
will require a medicine or science (sur
gery) total of 13.

Once that is done, Nyland will
remember being kidnapped in Japan
and have vague memories of being
controlled. He will not remember
compiling the REAL-PEP report ex·
cept in the vague way one remembers
a dream. Once freed from the
Hitawana 7000, he will be quite will
ing to re-examine the pill and give a
new report.

File #131:
Movie Menace

Kabar is indeed in the employ of
Dr. Mobius, and is in Hollywood
working on one of the Pharaoh's most
ingenious plans. With the aid ofa spell
that, in ancient times, was used to give
life to hieroglyphiC figures, the sor·
cerer is working at bringing celluloid
images to life.

Kabar has been given 60,000 feet of
32mm film (approximately two hours
worth) which has had a mnat matrix
installed, containing a spell to bring
images to life when projecmd on a
screen. The spell is a variation on the
imbue with mystic mugy rite used by
engineers in the Nile Empire, with the
primary differences being a lessened
backlash, a lessened duration, and a
lessened difficulty.

Images captured on this celluloid
can be given form and mobility when
projected through theuse of this spell.
In addition, the image retains the truth
of the film, i.e., if the movie pictures a
vampyre, a true vampyre, with all the
attendant abilities, will take form.

The project is an experimental one,
and as the use of the maat requires an

j
1

expenditure of possibilities, Mobius
has given Kabar a limited amount of
time to produce results. That is why
Forever Films has concentrated on the
holTOr genre, allowing fearsome crea·
tures to be brought to life (most of
whomnowguardthestudiobynight)
To conserve the precious film, Kabar
has taken to shooting only one scene
in a movie with it, and using standard
celluloid for the rest. Then he splices
the ensorceled film into the print,
guaranteeing that at some point a
monstrous creature will literally leap
off the screen.
K.b"" DEX 9, STR 8, TOU 9, PER 12,
MIN 10, CHA 9, SPIIO.

Skills: reality 11,dodge10, maneu·
ver 10, alteration magic 15, scholar
(hieroglyphics) 13, engineering 12,
charm 10, persuasion 12.

Possibilities: 10.
Inclination: Evil.
Equipment: .38 revolver, Tech 20,

damage value 14, ammo 6, range 3
1O/25/SO.

Spells,

Animate Figures
Axiom Level: 10
Skill: aftuationlunliving forces, en

gineering,12

I.
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8acklash: 20
Difficulty: 17
Effect Value: 15
Bonus Number to: duration
Range: touch
Duration: 32 (one month)
Cast Time: 25 (one day)
Manipulation: unknown

The roll of film. has 10 Possibilities
as a result of the spell. However, since
the animation process has been used
three times, only seven remain avail·
able.

Binding Spell
Axiom: 12
Skill: engineering. 12

Backlash: 18
Difficulty: 11
Range: touch
Cast Time: 9 (one minute)

The binding spell requires an ex
penditure of one Possibility per year
to remain in force.

Description: Kabar is a short, over
weight man who can move surpris
ingly qUick, considering his bulle He
wears a fez on his head and smokes a
cigarette in a holder. He tries very
hard to emulate the behavior of the
stereotypical Hollywood movie mo
gul (big parties, lavish spending, etc.)

Mostof the Forever Filmssite looks
like any other old movie lot. How
ever, the Landstrom Studio and the
surrounding "City" back lot are within
the area of effect of a Nile Empire
hard point, a large statue of
Tutankhamen which Kabar brought
with him. )At night the area is pa
trolled by three werewolves, loyal to
their creator, Kabar. During the day, it
is patrolled by six shocktroopers
dressed as security guards.

The film is stored on the second
floor of the Landstrom studio, in a
wall safe in Kabat's office. If theStorm
Knights obtain the film and wish to
useitfortheirownends, inform them
that only characters of evil indination
can make employ the film, since it
entails the creation of soulless beings
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- tampering with the forces that man
was not meant to tamper with, etc. If
they destroy the film, anything cre
ated with it will cease to exist, for if the
image is destroyed, so is its animated
version. It is doubtful Mobius will
wish to invest the expense and Possi
bilities in further research.

Werewolves: See World Book, page 16.
Each werewolf has three Possibilities.
If the film is destroyed, they will van
ish.
Shocktroopers: See World Book, page
49.

Possibilities: 2.
Equipment: .45 Colt Auto, Tech 20,

damage value 16, ammo 7, range 3
10/15/40.

File #133:
Chopper Remains
Kanawa agents are currently trav

eling the Alps looking for the Com·
man Market reports. Because security
has been beefed up around the copies
still in the possession of the European
governments, Kanawa decided that it
would be a better investment of time
to seek out the remains of the chopper
that Interpol shot down. They have
reason to believe that the reports sur·
vived the crash, because they had been
stored in a specially-reinforced steel
case.

The Storm Knights must travel
across the Alps and beat the Kanawa
agents to the wreckage of the helicop
ter. If a Connection card is played,
Interpol can give them the approxi
mate location of the crash (within a
five mile radius). Otherwise, they will
have to get the information in another,
more dangerous manner (tapping into
Interpol's computer system, breaking
into a branch at night). The Kanawa
agents do not have this information,
but they have been searching for a
while now and are getting close to the
wreckage.

What's left of the chopper is buried
under several feet of snow on the
mountain's peak and will not be no
ticeable from the air. To find it, the
Knights will have to travel on the

ground. The manner in which the
Storm Knights get to the area of the
crash (by foot, by dog-sled, etc.) will
vary depending on the group's ability
and resowces.

Once they get to the area of the
crash, use the map prOVided. The
climbingdifficultyofreachingthepeak
is 14, with the final 2000 meters ice
covered for a +5 modifier, and an ad
ditional +2 modifier is the climb is
attempted at night.

As the Storm Knights are climbing,
the Kanawa agents will also beclosing
in on their goal. Every fifteen minutes
ofgame time, have the Knight with the
lowest stealth value in the group gen
erate a total, using the highest Perrep
tion value among the Kanawa agents
as the difficulty number. If the roll
fails, the Knights have been spotted by
the Kanawa agents. (Do the opposite
process as well- if the Kanawan roll
fails, they have been spotted by the
Knights.)

If the Kanawa team spots theStorm
Knights first, they will attempt to fol·
low the Storm Knights and stay out of
sight, actively avoiding being seen.

Once the Storm Knights have
reached the lopof the mountain, have
them make a find roll. If the total is 12
or above, they discover the wreckage.
If the roll fails, let them keep trying
once a round, as they dig and root
through the slush, snow and ice.

Once the wreckage is found, a find
total of 14 is required to spot the case
underneath.

There is one Kanawa agent per
Storm Knight. Theywillattackassoon
as the case has been found.
Kanawa Agents: DEX 10, STR 10,TOU
10, PER 11, MIN 10, CHA 7, SPI 8.

Skills: reality 9, dodge 13, fire
combat 11, martial arts (judo) 12, mis
sile weapons 13, find 12, tracking 12,
survival 11.

Possibilities: 5.
Equipment: whitecamouflage aut

fit (+3 to stealth value); hemp rope 000
meters); throwing dagger (3), Tech 7,
damage value sTR+3/13, range 3-5/
10/15; 13mm Chunyokai (with si·
lencer), Tech 24, damage value 18,
ammo 9, range3-10/40/SO.
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File #136:
Berlin Cinephile

The murderer, William Johanson, a
vampyre from Orrorsh, has been sent
to track down the original print of The
Go/em. The film, a seminal work in the
history of thecinemaand credited with
beginning a parade of countless hor·
ror films throughout the world, is now
an eternity shard and is sought by
Thratchen.

Johanson has been questioning all
thosewhomightknowwheretheprint
rests today, and killing them when he
has gotten whatever information they
had to give.

The print is currently in the~
sian of Elaina Wegener, Paul
Wegener's grand-daughter. Elaina
does not know that she has it, for it was
given to her parents and stored in the
basement of the house when she was
but a little girl. She is aware of the
recent rash of murders in Berlin, but
does not connect herself to them.
Johanson has not approached her yet

because he is working his way down
the family trees of the people con
nected with TM Colon.

To find EIaina, the Storm Kni~ts

will have to check the birth records at
Berlin'scityhall. With ascholDrtotal of
13 or above, the Knights discover that
Wegener hasone living heir, a 23 year·
old grand-d.aughter who still lives in
the family home. The heirs of all oth·
ers involved in the film are dead, many
of them victims of the recent murder
spree. (Theroll may beattempted more
than once.) When they arrive at her
home, Johanson attacks them.

Even after they dispatch the
vampyre, theystill may not know why
he was killing people. To find out the
truth, they will have to search the
house. When theycheck thebasement,
they will come across a canister con·
taining the print. The Knights will
immediately sense great power, and
should realize that they have before
them an eternity shard.
William Johanson: DEX 12, STR 16,
TOU 18, PER 11, MIN 14,CHA 14,SPI
9.

Skills: reality 18, acrobatics 20,
dodge 19, maneuver 17, running 17,
stealth 20, unarmed combat 20, climb
ing 19, alteration magic 15, find 14,
language 15, scholar (arcane lore) 16,
trick 16, test 23, willpower 23, charm
26, persuasion 21, faith 12, intimida
tion 17.

Possibilities: 12.
Natural tools: fangs, damage value

STR+2/18.
SpeD: Shape-Shifting (wolf)
Axiom Level: 10
Skill: alteration entity 17
Backlash: 14
Difficulty,10
Effect Value: 0
Range: self
Duration: 18 (one hour)
Cast Time: 2 (2.5 seconds)
Manipulation: control
Asa woU, thevampyreretainsallof

hisstats, with the following exceptions:
• The wolf has a STR 20 and a lOU 20.

The damage value of his fangs in·
creases to 22.

• The wolf cannot use charm and
persuasion.

Description: Johanson is taU, dark·
haired,and has a moustacheand beard.
He is roughly 200 years old, and is
currently in the employ of Thratchen.

Elaina Wegener. DEX9,SfR8, TOU8,
PER 10, MIN 10, CHA II, SPI 9.

SI<ilkdodge I0, language (English,
French, German 12, scholar (film his
tory) 13, trick 12, willpower 12, artist
(painting) 13.

Description: Elaina has short,
blonde hair and is stunningly beauti·
fat. She is an accomplished painter,
and hopes one day to make films like
her grandfather. She is cwrently a stu·
dent at the UniversityofBerlin, major·
ing in fine arts.
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The Golem Pri"t
Cosm.: Core Earth
POSiibilities: 55
Tapping Diffi<ul'Y' 15
Purpose: To remind man of his

humble staturewhencompared to the
awesome grandeur of the universe

Powers: If this particular print of
the film is watched by people who
have been drained of possibility en
ergy. it will re-fill them and inspire
them to battle the High Lords, who
have set themselves above the laws of
the universe

Group Power: CreJlt~ Hardpoint
Resbictions: To be affected by the

shard's power, the viewers of the film
must be Core Earth natives

File #137: Visions
in Philadelphia

The visions in Philadelphia are be
ing caused by microorganisms in the
water supply. Roughly one-third of
the city draws its water from the Dela
ware River, and edeinos optants have
turned the protozoa in that body of
water into carriers ofan infection that,
in extreme cases, fills the victim with
an irresistible urge to travel to the
Uving Land.

Because of the length of the river,
over 100 optants must be positioned
along its banks to achieve the miracle,
with some in the Uving Land and
some in Core Earth. The miracle itseU
is a weakened version of the sensory
explosion, and has been infused. into
the substance of the protozoa. Anyone
consuming the microorganisms runs
the risk of feeling the effects of the
miracle.

BaNk Kaah's plan is to use this to
draw Core Earth humans into the Uv
ing Land, where they will become lost
in the Deep Mist and their possibility
energycan bedrained by his Darkness
Device. He also expects that some of
those affected will convert to Keta
Ka1Ies, which will please Lanala.

ln~aM: Sensation

Spiritual Rating: 12
Community Rating: 9
Diffi<ul'Y' 12
Range: 200 kilometers

Duration: one week
Effect: heightens all senses.

lncrmsal sm5Qtion attacks with an
effect value of 7. The symptoms im
parted to the consumer of the proto
zoa variesaccording to the result point
achieved, as follows:

Minimal or Average: The victim
feels a sense a peace and well-being.

Good: The victim perceives sen
sorystimuli ina moredetailed manner
than usual - the blue of the sky is
exceptionally blue, the surface of the
concrete pavement seems especially
rough to touch and sight.

Superior: The victim is so over
whelmed by his senses that his ability
to move or deal with other people is
seriously impaired. He sometimes
"hears" colors through his eyes or
"tastes" textures with his fingertips.
Non-living objects take on a sinister,
frightening quality, but the victim is
thrilled to see, taste, touch or smell
living things.

Spectacular. All of the above, but
the recipient cannot stand being in an
"unliving'" area. He screams, cries,
shouts in his agony. Tocompensate,
he has visions of a paradise where
everything isalive. He knows that the
Uving Land is where that vision can
be made a reality_

The effects of the superior or sp«.
taeular results take place one to ten
hours after ingestion. The effects ofall
categories last for one week.

The ritual must be repeated every
week in order for the microorganisms
to continue to cany the miracle within
them. If even one of the optants is
unable to recite the proper prayers at
the proper time, the miracle will fail.

With the effect so widespread in
certain sections of the city, the Storm
Knights may well conclude that there
must be some common factor in those
areas to account for the situation. U
they check municipal of Health De
partment records, a find total of 10 will
reveal that all of those sections draw
their water from the Delaware River.

U they speak to any of the soldiers
surrounding the city, they will hear
reports that optants have been sighted
near the riverbanksover the past three
weeks. TheStorm Knights will haveto
stop one of the optants from complet-
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ing the ritual to prevent further tam
pering with the water supply. Each
optant is protected by three human
Jakatts.

Ascholar(chDnistry) orscienacheck
of the 'water will reveal no foreign
agents, but will show a high concen
tration of protozoa. Given theidentity
of the enemy, the Knights can assume
some sort of miracle has been worked
on the water. They can either pa'SIUUh
city officials to find an alternate sup
ply of water (with no chemical agent
apparent in the water, the officialswill
be reluctant to accept the suggestion,
and will start out hostile to the Storm
Knights). Another option would be to
cast a sweet water spell over the city's
water purification plants to counter
act the effects of the miracle.

Optants, Jakatts: See World Book, page
22. All have seven Possibilities.

File # 139:
The Living Shard
Baruk Kaah's darkness device

alerted the High Lord that there was a
living eternity shard in the Eastern
Lands. Believing that, because of the
nature of his realm. a living shard
would be an extremely powerful asset
there, the Saar of the Edeinos sent out
his warriors to track the beast.

Unfortunately for the High Lord,
notonlydoeshe have no idea what his
quarry looks like, but the creature is
intelligentand is avoiding his hunters.
Baruk Kaah is correct, however, that
the beast is more valuable as a source
of power in the Living Land than it
would be anywhere else.

The creature calls himself Hovton.
He sprang full·grown from a mass
grave of human corpses in Orrorsh.
which had been buried secretly to pre
vent Thratchen from using them to
make gospogs. After a brief time, the
reality of Orrorsh mingled with the
rotting corpses to produce Hovton.
However, un1ikemostof the monsters
of the realm, Hovton is not evil- he is
the amalgamation of dozens of hu
mans, reborn to deal with the horrors
of the Possibility Wars.

Hovton is about two meters tall,
with eight arms and eight legs. The
limbsaredistributedatrandom on his

I.
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body, all of different sizes and flesh
tones. The creature's head has three
faces, which gaze in three different
directions. Hiseyes, mouths,and noses
are just slightly out of r.lace on each
face, giving each set of eatu.res a dis
turbing, off-balance quality. His head
is completely bald, and the head, as
well as the rest of Hovton's body, is
laced with thick, throbbing veins.

Shortlyafter his emergence, Hovton
crossed the path of a unit of Victorian
cavalry, who attacked him. He left
Orrorsh by stowing away on a
freighter,and made it the Eastern Land.
When he landed in Virginia, he be-
lieved that he had traveled far enough
from Orrorsh to be safe. However,
Core Earth natives, thinking that he
was some new horror from the Uving
Land, chased him back into the Deep
Mist. Although the Uving Land is a
dangerous place, there are fewer be-
ings living there than in Orrorsh, and
Hovton felt at peace.

It was soon after this, however, that
the first Jakatt hunting party tried to
capture him. They were different than
the Victorians and the Virginia fann
ers, not only in appearance, but be-
cause they were trying to capture him
rather than kill him. But Hovton had
had enough of running. He slaugh
tered the hunting party and swore
that he would never again try toescape
from those who meant him harm. He
came to the realization that day that he
could trust no one, for everyone he
had encountered had tried to hurt or
kill him.

Hovton: DEX 12, STR 14,TOU 16, PER
10, MIN 10, CHA 6, SPI 12.

Skills: reality 13, stealth 13, un
anned combat 14, survival 13, test of
will 13, trick 11, willpower 13, taunt 8.

Possibilities: 16.
Hovton is also an eternity shard,

although he is not aware of this. He
can make use of his own skills and
possibilities as listed above, but can
not tap the group power contained
within. A Stonn Knight must tap his
energy, just as with any other etemity
shard .
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When he speaks, all three of his
mouths move at once, and are always
slightly out of synch with each other.
When having a conversation, Hovton
will also turnaround slowly SO that all
three of his faces can get a look at the
being he is talking with.

Hcroton, the Memory of HumllllS
Cosm.: Orrorsh
Possibilities: 56
Tapping Difficulty: 22
Purpose:To personify the bond that

all humans share with each other
Powers: Anyone who touches

Hovton in a non-aggressive manner is
able to raise hischannand persuasion for
one hour when speaking with any
other living creature. The increased
skills can only be applied toward co
operationand understanding with the
person involved in the dialogue.

The person who touches Hovton
generatesa bonus; this bonus isadded
to the character's charm and persua
sion. The minimum bonus is +1; if less
than +1, treat it as +1.

Group Power: Comfort (see below)
Restrictions: Hovton's Possibilities

can only be used to augment attempts
to bring people together and promote
understanding and cooperation

Comfort (Group Power)
Purchase: 15
Use Cost: 10
Coordination: 8
Difficulty, 25
Range: variable
Duration: one day
Effect: aUowsslories to "take" in an
area at a faster rate

The group uses this power to in
crease their chances of saving people
in a conquered area before pulling up
stelae (see Torg Rultbook, page 104).

When the power is tapped, the
Storm Knights need the number three
rows down on the Transformation
Table fortheirstory 10 take (theTrans
formation Table is on page 86 of the
Rulebook). Thus, if the characters
planted the first seed of their story

three months ago and they use the
Comfort power, everyone in range of
the power is filled with possibility
energy on a roU of 12 rather than 19.

The basearea of the power isa circle
whose radius has a value of 25 (100
kilometers). Each success level adds
one to the value, so a good success in
crease the value to 28 (400 kilometers).

When the Storm Knights begin
searching for Hovton, they most likely
will think he is some sort of liVing
Land creature. It should take time,
with the Storm Knights traveling the
Eastern Land looking for clues and
hearing stories of a bizarre creature,
forthem to reaIize thcirquarry ishighly
unusual.

As with any adventure in the liv
ing Land, you should set this up as a
quest through untamed lands. Sm
vival rolls and huntingarethe orderof
the day for much of the joumey.

They can hear reports of sightings
of Hovton from resistance communi
ties and any friendly edeinos they en
counter. Keep in mind that an edeinos
hunting party is also in the area, at
tempting to find Hovton for the Saar.

Hovton will be aware that he is
being hunted again. He will at first
avoid confrontation, then set traps for
the Stonn Knights and edeinas (see
the Uving Land Sourcebook, p. 68, for
details on traps). If they continue to
pursue him, he will stand and fight.

IfHovton is killed, he will no longer
function as an eternity shard, so how
the Storm Knights deal with him is
very important. If they attack him,
Hovton wiu respond in kind. If they
attempt to talk to him, Hovton will be
initially hostile, because of his past ex
periences with other beings. If they
can persuade him they are friendly
and mean him no harm, Hovton will
gladly accompany the Knights.
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